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Abstrakt 
 
Cílem diplomové práce je navrhnout levný, avšak dostatečně výkonný a univerzální systém, 
schopný snímání a zpracování obrazu z digitální kamery. Další částí je návrh a implementace 
funkcí pro zpracování obrazu a komunikace s nadřazeným systémem. 
 
 
Klíčová slova: CMOS, digitální kamera, zpracování obrazu, FPGA, PIC, SCCB, RGB Bayer 
interpolace, UART 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract 
 
Master thesis is aimed on the design of cheap and universal system, but also powerful 
enough to be able to obtain and process images from the digital camera sensor. Further part 
of the work is design and implementation of functions for image processing applications and 
communication with superior system.  
 
 
Keywords: CMOS, FPGA, image processing, digital camera, SCCB, RGB Bayer interpolation, 
UART 
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1. Introduction 

Initial motivation of solving problems is usually person’s will to create something new, 
challenging and interesting to be concerned with. Problem about camera operations and 
image recognition is usually helpful and usable in variety of driving and automate regulation 
applications in robotics, mechatronics and of course, then also in products for everyday life. 
 
Main goal of this thesis is development of image processing camera system (IPCAM), 
supervised under the Mechlab – Mechatronics laboratory at Brno University of Technology. 
IPCAM system should be created as the universal system for possibility of further arbitrary 
modifications and simple reconfiguration by the students for image processing applications 
or vision and motion systems. 
 
Whole problematic is very complex and consists of several different areas, including: 

• hardware design (camera selection and connection with controller) 
• communication between camera and controller 
• data acquisition from the camera 
• software design of the system 
• data preprocessing and processing 
• communication with superior devices 

 
 

Initial thesis assignment: 
 
Objectives that should be reached: 
- appropriate camera module selection 
- connection of camera module and PIC microcontroller 
- example of simple SW implementation 
- implementation of communication over serial line  
 
Problem characteristics: 
Main target of the work is design of simple and cheap camera module with own data 
processing. Assumed usage of B&W CMOS sensor and own data processing in the PIC 
microcontroller. PIC should be programmed by the c-code generated from Simulink model. 
This access represents modern technique for mechatronics systems design. 
Part of the work will be implementation of simple algorithm for: “searching for the dark 
object on the bright background”. 
Camera system should communicate with the superior system over serial link. 
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2. Problem analysis 

2.1. Camera module selection 
At the beginning of the given assignment that involves real hardware, it’s necessary to define 
what kind of hardware needs to be used to fulfill expectations and goals of given task. In the 
first part, we need to pick optimal camera module that will fit to our design.  
 
 

2.1.1. Notes  
a) Cam. sensor types 
CCD:   

• better quality (uniformity) than CMOS 
• lower noise, higher sensitivity and dynamic range 
• lower sensor complexity vs. higher system complexity 

 
CMOS:   

• lower power demands and price than CCD 
• possibility to pick and send only a part of a scanning area (window-of-interest 

readout) for motion detection or target tracking 
• better response and higher speed  
• inbuilt basic image processing circuits 
• newer designs are equal in image quality with CCD 
• higher sensor complexity vs. lower system complexity 

 
 
b) Field of final use 
Still camera:  

• bigger image sensor with higher resolution for better picture quality 
• rewritable fast memory buffer for picture processing before storing  
• another big memory storage where to save encoded images (or just raw data) or 

communication channel for sending the whole pictures out 
• usage aimed on the creation of natural-like pictures with rich colors 
• unnecessary to obtain more than just a few pictures/frames per second(FPS) 

 
Camera for image processing, recognition or navigation (IPCAM): 

• lower resolution of image sensor, aimed on higher frame rates, not quality 
• emphases on fast transfers and small delays, fast processing of obtained data from 

the sensor during receiving process 
• fast memory buffer/buffers for the needs of image processing routines, huge storage 

for the whole images is usually unnecessary  
• used in color or monochromatic mode based on intended application 
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Summary: 
As previously mentioned and based on requirements, was decided to use: 

• CMOS image sensor  
• up to VGA (640*480) resolution 
•  frame rates at least 30FPS 

 
 

2.1.2. Comparison of cameras 
 
a) Image sensors itself, available for cam. design 

• bare camera sensor with digital output, equipped with onchip functions like AWB 
(auto white balance), auto exposure control, .. 

• low power consumption  
• useful for design of the system based on user specific needs 
• low price 
• longer time needed to create functional system- also PCB (printed circuit board) 

breakout board has to be developed and corresponding lens holder together with 
lens has to be found which increases complexity of building such a device 

 
based on the summary in chapter 2.1.1., were found possible cameras, presented in the 
following table: 
Cam. sensor Type Res. [pix] FPS Chroma Package Price* [US $] 
MT9V011 CMOS 640x480 30-90 color PLCC 14.5 
TCM8230MD CMOS 640x480 30 color PLCC 10 
OV7211 CMOS 640x480 30-60 B&W QFP 10 
OV7710 ** CMOS 640x480 30-60 color CLCC 11 
Tab. 2.1.1.: Comparison of bare camera sensors. ** Marked one seems to be interesting.  
* information valid for one unit in the spring of 2011  

 
b) Camera modules (image sensor with lens on PCB) 

• camera sensor, like in a), already soldered on the PCB with appropriate lens attached 
• digital output needed for possibility to be used with micro controller 
• price of module is a bit higher than in option a), but time needed to create functional 

device is much shorter and therefore this solution can be found better than a) 
 
based on the summary in chapter 2.1.1, were found possible modules, presented in the 
following table: 
Cam. module Type Res. [pix] FPS Chroma Lens  Price* [US $] 
AA10620 CMOS 756x506 30-60 color 1/4” 64 
C3188A CMOS 664x492 30 color 1/4” 57 
C3088 ** CMOS 356x292 60 color 1/4” 31 
Tab. 2.1.2.: Comparison of camera modules. ** Marked one seems to be interesting. 
* information valid for one unit in the spring of 2011  
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c) So-called smart cameras (module + controller + others) 
• already created system with all necessary items like camera module, controller, 

memory, communication module and predefined functions for image capturing and 
operations 

• user isn’t usually allowed to modify hardware, but whole system is working from the 
beginning and user can concentrate on image processing instead of HW design 

• this solution is much more expensive than both previously mentioned options, but 
amount of HW design and programming itself is several times lower – just “plug and 
play” 

 
S.C. uC/MHz Res. FPS  I/O ports Program. Price*[$] 
NI 1722 PowerPc/400 640x480 60 Dig.I/O, RS232, Ethernet LabVIEW 2600 
leanXcam DSP/500 752x480 60 Dig.I/O, RS232, Ethernet C 437 
Tab. 2.1.3.:Comparison of smart cameras. leanXcam seems to be interesting. 
* information valid for one unit in the spring of 2011  

 

2.1.3. Resume for camera selection 
 
Use of bare sensor gives us opportunity to implement complete system the way we design 
and gives us then full control over the operations of image pre- and processing. On the other 
hand, everything has to be done by the user and nothing is prepared to make device faster 
operational. Price of the whole system is the lowest from discussed options, but together 
with price, extensive development time has to be also taken in account (hardware and 
software development + testing). 
 
Camera module has the same advantages as the use of bare sensor, but sensor is already 
soldered on the PCB and we can’t use it on one board together with microcontroller and 
other necessary modules for possibility to create compact and small camera system. In the 
comparison with bare sensor - time to create working system is lower because one doesn’t 
need to design own PCB and search for appropriate lens. Difference in prices between 
solution a) and b) isn’t so high when we take on mind amount of saved development time.  
 
Smart cameras are definitely easier to be implemented and are for sure working without 
need of hours and hours of HW designing and programming just to make system running. 
Smart cameras are also equipped with the large library of image processing and analysis 
routines from the manufacturer (edge detection, object classification, …), which leads to 
significant decrease of time period to create functional system.  
 
Another possibility is to search for the commercially offered Webcam with the known image 
sensor that can be used to be connected to PIC32 Starter Kit  
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Solution Selection: 
design requirements: 

• low price 
• higher frame rates to be able to work with the real dynamic systems 
• appropriate time to create functional system 
• possibility to connect and control the camera with PIC32 controller 
• possibility to use color mode 

 
Summary: 
After consideration of facts from previously mentioned chapter 2. and design requirements  

→ picked option 2.1.2. b) Camera module 
→ especially Camera C3088, which was available for design 

 
Fig. 2.1.3.1.: Picture of C3088 camera module with lens attached. 

Advantages/disadvantages: 
+ cmos color sensor, which can be used alternatively in color or black/white mode 
+ already created camera module with appropriate lens attached 
+ good documentation 
+ wide range of different modes and options of use, controlled by the user 
+ needed input voltage is the same as the target controller is providing on the output (5VDC) 
+ includes also analog output (useful for viewing the image while setting up the digital out.) 
- lower maximal image resolution (only CIF – 356x292)  
- older device with worse image quality 
+/- lens has aperture size only F2.8, which is good in the case of low-light conditions, but bad 

for small depth of field 
 
C3088 module specification: 
Imager OV6620, CMOS sensor 
Array size 356x292 pixels 
Pixel size 9.0x8.2 μm 
Scanning Progressive 
Effective image area 3.1x2.5 mm 
Electronic exposure 500:1 
Gamma correction 0.45/0.55/1.0 
Min illumination 3lux@F1.2 
Dark current <0.2 nA/cm2 
Dynamic range 72dB 
Operation Voltage 5 VDC 
Operation current Active 80mW/ standby 30μW 
Lens (optional) F2.8 
Tab. 2.1.4.: Table of camera C3088 specification. Adopted from [7]. 
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Camera sensor OV6620 features:  
Camera sensor OV6620 features:   
• 101,376 pixels, 1/4” lens, CIF/QCIF format
• Read out - progressive / Interlace 
• Data format - YCrCb 4:2:2, GRB 4:2:2, RGB 

Raw Data 
• 8/16 bit video data: CCIR601, CCIR656, ZV 

port 
• frame rates up to 60 fps 
• Wide dynamic range, anti-blooming, zero 

smearing 
• Monochrome composite video signal 

output (50 Hz) 

• SCCB (Serial Camera Control Bus) interface 
• Electronic exposure / Gain / white balance 

control 
• Image enhancement - brightness, contrast, 

gamma, saturation, sharpness, window, etc.
• Internal / external synchronization scheme 
• Frame exposure / line exposure option 
• 5 Volt operation, low power dissipation 
• Small size: 40 x 28 mm 
 

Tab. 2.1.5.: OV6620 camera sensor features. Adopted from [6] 

 

2.2. Interface design 
 
Pic32 Starter Kit gives us possibility to create at least two different solutions of connection 
between camera module and controller. Two of the most promising designs will be 
introduced and described below and than one will be picked for the final construction. As a 
reference camera sensor was picked Omnivision product – OV6620 as can be found on 
C3088  camera module and HW design will be based on the possibilities of this device. 
 
When speaking broadly about data transfer, we have to consider also various possibilities of 
data formats that can be used and are provided by the image sensor - YCrCb 4:2:2, GRB 
4:2:2, RGB Raw Data, and so on. Based on the type of application should be picked the one 
to provide the best results in desired task (amount of data, speed, image quality …). 
We have also several methods of data scanning from sensor- interlaced and progressive, 
where interlaced is used usually in analog TV’s and broadcasting, when scanning odd and 
even lines occurs in two different consequent times (so refresh rate can be visibly taken as 
twice as high). When progressive method is being used (usually in computer applications like 
camera vision, LCD’s and so on), all the lines are scanned and processed (whole image) 
during one cycle. But for image processing (IP), progressive scanning is definitely the one 
that should be used. 
 
 

2.2.1. Communication 
 
At first, very important decision on the base of communication has to be made. We can think 
of data transfer in two different methods: 
 
A)  Serial communication 

• data sent one bit after another in a sequence through one channel/cable/bus… 
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• used for longer distances and when there is no space for more cables or lines and 
also this solution is cheaper because number of pins and cables is reduced  

• problem with this type of communication is timing- to clearly distinguish between 
each data bit, timing is determined by another channel with clock signal or previously 
set the same communication speed for sending and receiving device 

• in comparison with parallel communication - serial can’t send more data per a clock 
cycle, but on the other hand, transfer rates can be increased by faster clocking 
because there is no need to synchronize all the channels together, just one, and also 
better insulation around one cable/channel develops less noise affecting the data 
path   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B) Parallel communication 
• whole data information (created from several bits) can be send simultaneously 

during one clock cycle through the several data paths (number of data paths equals 
to number of data bit length: 8bit word -> 8 data lines) and together with data 
information, clock signal for data validation is also send through another line 

• implementation of parallel communication is easier without need for complex signal 
arbitration (incoming data are valid on the rising/falling clock edge) 

• used usually on shorter distances to avoid loses of data because of interference 
between several data lines and other noise sources 

• in such application as working with camera, this communication can be taken more 
suitable and faster and data can be obtained and processed in fewer clock cycles with 
less controller operations, which increases final performance 

• usually, small camera modules and other devices like memory that can be connected 
to microcontroller are equipped with parallel port and not serial  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Summary: 
As camera module, together with PIC32 controller are both equipped with parallel data 
interface, and parallel data transfer seems to be faster and easier to be implemented here. 
Then parallel communication will be used for data exchange and serial won’t be discussed 
later for this purpose.  

Fig. 2.2.1.1.: Figure showing different methods of one-way serial communication.

destination source 
data 
clock 

source (defined 
comm. speed) 

destination (defined 
comm. speed) 

data

source
n-bit data bus 
 
clock 

destination

Fig. 2.2.1.2.: Image showing one-way parallel communication with n-bit wide data bus and clock signal for 
data validation. 
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But both of these devices are also equipped with inter integrated circuit (I2C), which is a 
“multi-master, serial, single-ended computer bus”. But object of this interface is control and 
communication between devices, therefore it’s not possible to be used for data transfer. 
 

2.2.2. Direct connection 
 
Principle of direct connection on hardware level lies in “simple” interconnection between 
two essential parts for camera design – camera sensor and controller. Connection diagram 
with necessary signals and relevant ports of the both devices is graphically presented on Fig. 
2.2.2.1. with detailed explanation under the figure. 
When direct connection is used, we have two different methods for how to obtain the data, 
or how to access each of the components – camera can be set alternatively in master or 
slave mode, which brings different behavior of the system. Both options will be discussed 
later in this subchapter. But for both options the same rule can be applicable – the camera 
output frame rate should be set to be as fast, as the controller is able to process without 
losses of the data (e.g. pixels in here). Which means, the time between two incoming 
neighbor values has to be big enough, that controller is able to process them the way as 
expected and return back to the waiting state for another incoming value. 
In direct type of connection, no addressing of data is necessary, so parallel address port can 
be left unused. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interconnection specification from Fig. 2.2.2.1.: 
A) External clock (XCLK1 <> RD0): 

Camera module needs certain input clock frequency for correct functionality, desired 
operational frequency is based on the camera module and lies between 10 and 30 MHz. 
This value also affects frame rate of outputted data from camera. Camera has already 

XCLK1 
SIO-1, SIO-0 

RESET 
 

Y[0:7]/Y[0:7]+UV[0:7] 
 

PCLK 
HREF 

VSYNC

Camera module OV6620  

GND  VDD 

Fig. 2.2.2.1.: Schematic of direct connection between camera module and PIC32 Starter Kit. 

external clock 
I2C interface 
reset 
 
data[0:7]/[0:15] 
 
pixel clock 
horizontal synch. 
vertical synch. 

RD0 
SCL1, SDA1 
RA5 
 
PMPD[0:7]/ PMPD[0:15] 
 
PMPWR 
PMPCS1 
RA0 
 
 
+5V_EXT 

PIC32 Starter Kit - controller
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crystal with 17.73MHz soldered, but in the case when there is a request to change frame 
rate, it’s possible to unsolder this crystal and feed camera with another clock frequency. 
PIC32 is able to generate desired clock frequency by generating PWM signal, so PWM 
port can be connected to camera. 
PIC32 starter kit provides possibility to store duty cycle values for PWM in a memory 
and with the use of DMA to provide PWM signal without wasting controller 
computational capacity. 
 

B) I2C interface (SIO-1, SIO-0 <> SCL1, SDA1): 
I2C interface is serial interface that both devices support for control operations 
(although OV camera is equipped with the serial camera control bus (SCCB), but this 
platform is similar to I2C). SCL1 port on PIC32 sends signal for correct data 
reconstruction into SIO-1 port of the camera. While PIC port SDA1 and SIO-1 on the 
camera serves for bi-directional control data exchange. Control can be used for example 
for setting output data format, frame speed, scanning window size, white balance, 
exposure control and so on.  
 

C) Reset (Reset <> RA5): 
Reset, when triggered to high from low, serves for resetting whole chip into default 
mode, including all registers. This function is optional and for connection with PIC32 can 
be used GPIO port (for example suggested RA5). 
 

D) Data bus (Y[0:7]/Y[0:7]+UV[0:7] <> PMPD[0:7]/ PMPD[0:15]): 
Data exchange is the crucial part and high demands on data transfer rates and also 
transfer data correctness are submit. Camera uses two 8-bit wide parallel ports and 
PIC32 is equipped with 16-bit wide parallel master port (PMP).  
When used only 8-bit port “Y” on the camera, then user has choice of color mode 
operation or monochromatic (B&W) mode. Monochromatic mode is definitely the 
fastest one in the way of the less arithmetical operations needed to get one valid pixel 
from obtained data, regarding to the sensor array structure. If operating in color mode, 
amount of data is the same as when operating in 16-bit configuration, but here we can 
say that necessary data for one pixel are incoming almost serially and then additional 
arithmetical operations takes further time to generate appropriate pixel. 
When together with “Y” port also used 8-bit “UV” port, we have then 16-bits and it’s 
supposed to work in color mode. Data are coming from two ports at once, so fewer 
cycles are needed to process this data, but still don’t forget about more arithmetical 
operations in comparison with B&W mode. 
 

E) Pixel clock (PCLK <> PMPWR): 
PCLK port on the camera is streaming out clock signal that informs about data updates 
on the data port. When connected to PMPWR port, which serves as write signal on the 
parallel port, target device can notice the event of new incoming data and store them 
into suitable register to make them available for further operations. 
 

F) Horizontal sync (HSYNC <> PMPCS1): 
When camera pixel clock signal is used as a write signal for notification of ready data on 
the controllers input port, then exists also situations where such a data are not valid or 
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not wanted. Because camera is bursting out pixel clock signal synchronously, with no 
respect to data presence, horizontal synchronization has to be used to validate 
correctness of incoming data. Then we can say that data are valid and present on the 
port, therefore possible to be read only if HSYNC signal is set high and at the same time 
PCLK informs about presence. 
 

G) Vertical sync (VSYNC <> RA0): 
Optional connection for vertical synchronization output, which serves, on a rising edge, 
as an information about beginning of a new frame. Can be left unused (if not needed) 
and in design connected to GPIO port (for example suggested RA0).  

 
 
Possible maximal image resolution 
Very crucial part in every image processing application is image resolution and frame rate of 
incoming scanned images. Both of these characteristics depend on each other and based on 
type of requests for desired application and computational capacity available: higher 
resolution is picked for better quality or lower resolution in order to get higher frame rates. 
When picture resolution is higher, then logically amount of data is higher during the same 
time period and higher frame rate also results in the same way. Possible maximal frame rate 
in dependence on image resolution will be discussed later in Performance tests section and 
won’t be mentioned here.  
Image resolution is in this case of system design limited only by the resolution of used 
camera sensor and by the computational capacity of the controller. No other limitation 
comes from this solution, as any other hardware is involved in data transfers between 
camera and controller before direct processing without data storing.  
 
 
When speaking about operational mode of devices, we can discuss two possibilities: 
 
Master camera operation and slave parallel port (PSP) 
Camera is by the default settings working as the master unit - so data and reference signals 
are sent in the requested frame speeds (set by the incoming clock frequency and I2C 
configuration) with no feedback from the other side if everything was accepted right. And as 
mentioned earlier, data processing by the controller has to be faster than camera is sending 
the data out. But when all the functions are set correctly, this can be easier task because 
controller just initiates the camera and after this procedure has nothing else on schedule 
than obtaining and processing of incoming data. 
One problem could be mentioned with this connection – as referred in specification of 
PIC32, PIC32 provides only possibility to work with 8-bit data width on PSP (when parallel 
port is set to be slave unit), cooperating with other master unit. 
Timing of data receiving process on PSP is demonstrated on the next figure Fig. 2.2.2.2., 
picture was assumed from microchip PSP manual. 
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Fig. 2.2.2.2.: Data operation with the respect to timing. Adopted from [5]. 

 
As possibly seen from Fig. 2.2.2.2. PMCS1 informs about new data available on the parallel 
port and when write signal – PMWR changes from high to low, data are moved into PMDIN 
register. As data are stored in PMDIN register, IBOF flag is set high to inform about possibility 
to use the data, because as they are stored in PMDIN, they are accessible from users 
application to be used. And as we can see, it takes at least 5 clock cycles from the moment of 
data are delivered on the port to the point when they can be used by the user application. 
 
Slave camera operation and master PMP 
Additionally to master mode, camera module also supports work in slave mode. When 
camera is working as a slave, master device (PIC32 here) has to deliver supplemental signals 
for correct synchronization. That means, in the contrast with master camera mode, 
synchronization signals like horizontal synch signal, for new line detection, into CHSYNC port 
(instead of out HREF port as before when working as a master), vertical synch for detecting 
beginning of a new frame into VSYNC and clock signal in XCLK1 have to be delivered. Both 
synchronization signals (horizontal and vertical synch) can’t just be picked randomly, they 
have to follow exact relations as given from the camera sensor developer in the user’s 
manual. In generalization, PIC32 as a master is requesting data from the camera and then 
also instead of using write signal (PMPWR), read signal (PMPRD)  has to be used (when 
connecting, both signals- PMPWR and PMPRD, can be soldered together and then just pick 
by the user application the one that has to be used and other left uninitiated). 
When PMP is set as a master device, we have free hands to use 8 or 16-bit data transfer 
operations, so we are able to work with 8-bit B&W image or 8/16-bit color image. Timing of 
the read operation from PMP is presented on the following Fig. 2.2.2.3., Adopted from 
microchip manual, specification of PMP section. 
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Fig. 2.2.2.3.: Timing of 8/16-bit demultiplexed read operation on PMP set in master mode, no wait states 
included. Adopted from [5]. 

 
When PIC32 works in master mode, it is possible to see that data are requested from the 
master to be sent on the PMP, but from that part whole procedure is the same as before 
when working in slave mode. After end of read signal, user application can access new data 
from PMDIN register to be used. 
 
 
Summary: 
Direct connection camera design seems to be applicable in the system, which is intended to 
be used for “on-fly” data capture together with image processing routine, that are running in 
the highest priority and usually no other hardware for the operations with obtained data is 
needed in such system. Image resolution is in this case limited by the resolution of used 
camera sensor and by the computational capability of controller, together with desired 
frame rate of the image scanning. 
In the case of parallel execution of several applications, running on the same priority level as 
image processing and data capturing, unwanted behavior can occur when interrupt service 
routine allocates computational resources for different application. Which means some pixel 
values can be missed and then obtained data will be imprecise, we can more or less say that 
obtained data will be wrong. So in the case of multi-application use, different system design 
has to be used. 
 
Advantages/disadvantages: 
+ direct connection without other HW/functional blocks promises fast data transfers 
+ with less devices used, design implementation can be considered easier 
+ universal solution - wide variety of different modes that can be used 
- when more than one application will be running, incoming data can be missed 
- if IP task demands more computational time in only several passages, overall frame rate is 

reduced to don’t miss incoming data, although in some other parts core remains idle 
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2.2.3. Indirect connection with FIFO buffer 
 
In contrast with direct connection, data path leads from camera (set to master mode) into 
memory storage, suitable for camera application is use of FIFO buffer (external FIFO chip or 
inner RAM memory of PIC32). Also pixel clock and horizontal synchronization signals from 
camera, together with write enable signal from controller can be used for setting write 
enable signal for FIFO to successfully store valid data into memory (external AND-gate logic 
would be necessary for the use with external FIFO). Then controller is accessing memory and 
requesting the oldest data (from the definition of FIFO buffer) in the frame rate as controller 
is able to process them. 
PIC32 (set to master mode) can use direct memory access (DMA) interface to redirect data 
from camera into onboard SRAM memory and then also pick stored data from SRAM and 
send them into controller for processing. DMA is running at the same speed level as 
controller itself and is designed to save computational capacity and increase overall 
performance, because for all the transfers by DMA, controller is idle or can perform other 
computations without being interrupted (DMA works independently). 
 

 
 
 
 
Hardware connection (camera with Starter kit) in this case is the same as described in 
chapter 2.2.2 - Direct connection and won’t be repeated again. But instead of data leading 
from data bus directly into computational core, they are used by the DMA to be stored into 
memory and then later send finally into core. As FIFO option by itself isn’t mentioned in the 
reference manual from Microchip Company regarding to the use of DMA and memory, then 
addressing has to be used to ensure correct functionality for this application. Then function 

XCLK1
SIO-1, SIO-0

RESET

Y[0:7]/Y[0:7]+UV[0:7]

PCLK
HREF

VSYNC

Camera module OV6620  

GND  VDD

RD0 
SCL1, SDA1 
RA5 
 
PMPD[0:7]/  
PMPD[0:15] 
PMPWR 
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+5V_EXT 
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wr/rd event 
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external clock 
I2C interface 
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data[0:7]/[0:15] 
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Fig. 2.2.3.1.: Overall design of indirectly connected camera with controller with DMA used, with 
interconnections  
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of FIFO can be implemented as part with fixed addresses in the memory, where incoming 
data would be saved one after another with rising address. Reading, to be sent into core, 
would be based on order numbering from counter in data processing part. After successful 
data process of one image, counter is reset and another image starts from the beginning.    
Also synchronization signals are used by the DMA - PCLK clock can be used together with 
HREF signal for triggering the write events. Detection of start or abort interrupt request 
events is done by the controller of DMA itself, independently on PIC32 or user intervention. 
User can provide write and read enable signals to start saving the data into memory and 
then requesting them for use. 
 
Possible maximal image resolution 
As in the previous case, we have to consider limitations coming from system design. In the 
system with indirect connection with memory involved, maximum image resolution is 
limited by the highest memory capacity available on PIC32 – when we discuss case, where all 
the incoming data of one image are stored in the memory and not overwritten during 
processing. 
  
RAM memory capacity: 32kB (2.2.3:1) 

Then maximum image resolution that can fit into available memory, when for simplification 
taken 8bit precision for each image pixel (aspect ratio depends on the needs of target 
application, mentioned ratios were picked for illustration): 
 
8bpp: 240 ∗ 120 ∗ 1 = 28.8 < 32 (2.2.3:2) 
 250 ∗ 120 ∗ 1 = 30 < 32 (2.2.3:3) 
 230 ∗ 138 ∗ 1 = 31.7 < 32 (2.2.3:4) 
 
As possibly seen from comparison of (2.2.3:1) and (2.2.3:2) - (2.2.3:4), usable image sizes 
aren’t really high, but for easier image processing tasks can be such a resolution big enough.  
 
Summary: 
Problem can occur, when data from camera are incoming faster than controller is able to 
process. At the beginning no data are lost, but later, as the memory capacity is overflowed 
by continuously increasing number of stored data, no new data can be stored, or old data 
are rewritten without being used. So information is then in this case corrupted and we can’t 
create valid image. 
Another problem can be immixture of separate image frames, or impossibility of start and 
end of the picture recognition when using the data from a “big pile” of data, when vertical 
synchronization wouldn’t be working synchronously with data processing by the controller. 
Then solution could be to use addressing of data in RAM as proposed in design or use VSYNC 
signal to set or reset counter, which would be counting number of pixels obtained and 
therefore to control where actual picture ends. But such function depends on actual design – 
if external FIFO used or internal ram with addressing. 
 
Advantages/disadvantages: 
+ when computational demands changes over the whole frame, core can avoid idle states by 

requesting next data from memory, if available and then to increase performance 
+ processing of data can be done parallel with other processes as data are stored 
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- additional HW leads to increase of transfer delays and probably decrease of frame rate  
- with additional HW, complexity of system design increases together with time to create 

functional system 
 

2.2.4. Resume for interface design 
Direct connection seems to be easier to be implemented and faster for data processing 
when used for basic tasks. Indirect connection provides possibility to perform more tasks at 
once as data are saved into memory without need of core assistance. 
Both design solutions presented (without external FIFO buffer), share the same hardware 
connections and swap between them can be done just by the change of control software. 
Easy change gives us opportunity to use different functional method for different image 
processing task to take advantage from such a design to fulfill requirements the best 
possible way.  
Final decision which approach fits better to the problem can be draft from the tests with real 
hardware in comparison with times between separate data transfers from camera together 
with processing time of a data.    
 
 

2.3. Possible image processing tasks 
 
Image processing is wide and general problematic involving many different applications on 
camera system, then draft of several problems that could be possibly solved is presented as 
follows:     
 
Center of gravity (COG) of single object in 2D plane  
definition: 

• main point of such a problem is searching for the center of single visible object and 
calculation its position in horizontal and vertical coordinates – relative coordinates 
(Euclidean distance between actual point and center of the visible camera plane, or 
other selected point in this plane) or absolute coordinates, bounded to certain outer 
coordinate system 

notes: 
• task can be performed for both Monochromatic and color image 
• universal algorithm that can find COG of any object shape 
• extension of this problem can be sending information of object position to superior 

driving equipment or storing this points to later provide trace of object movement 
• if needed for a real-time control, then as high as possible FPS also needed 
• computation can be fast (direct connection of camera and controller applicable) 

 
Searching for the object of certain color: 
definition: 

• main point is to find object of certain known color (or similar one) between several 
other objects with different colors 

notes: 
• camera needs to be operating in color mode 
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• required color can be picked from the library of basic predefined colors or by aiming 
with the camera at a single object with such color 

• when used on static scene, one frame can be enough, if scene is dynamic, then as 
high FPS as the scene dynamic needs or as user requests is awaited 

• computation can be fast (direct connection of camera and controller applicable) 
 
Basic 2D pattern recognition: 
definition: 

• program has to recognize one given simple geometrical object (shape) in 2D plane 
notes: 

• recognition based on matching mathematical/geometrical properties - called “Hu-
moments” of investigated object with stored properties of known objects 

• program has to recognize one object, so one frame obtained from camera can 
provide sufficient amount of data for Hu-moments computation, but this task itself 
requires more core computational time due to its complexity and amount of 
calculations, also together with matching with the right pattern properties, stored in 
memory  

• database of some basic objects for comparison has to be created 
 
   

2.4. Timing - Performance 
 
As already mentioned earlier, crucial part of, more than one, mutually communicating units 
is timing.  For camera system with direct parallel communication (communicating on short 
distances without any data buffer), the same as for other similar data transfer applications, 
can be said that data obtained from the source has to be processed before arrival of another 
data or before another data are ready to be processed.  
If data are coming faster than the system is able to: a) accept them and move from parallel 
port into core register (accessible by the user application), or b) read them from the core 
register, process them and return back to the point of register reading (where it is possible 
parallel execution of this two points, otherwise both points has to be taken together). Then 
some values are missed and information isn’t complete, therefore system design has to 
follow overall system abilities. When system isn’t able to process all the consecutive 
incoming data, but system abilities are still acceptable for less powerful solution. Then buffer 
that would be filled with incoming data has to be used and as the system is able to process 
them, they are read from the buffer. 
In this chapter, timing with reference to hardware datasheet of PIC32 and camera module 
will be discussed.  
 

2.4.1. Data specification 
 
At first, when speaking broadly about data, this term has to be specified deeper. In digital 
camera operation when image processing task is to be performed, usually every single point 
from the picture has to be (in most applications) taken in account- this point is called image 
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pixel. But data, we usually obtain from the camera, isn’t complete information about the 
image pixel – with information we think intensity, color property... 
Light sensitive area on the camera sensor have square pattern created from photodiodes. 
Black and white camera stores intensity of incoming light into every photodiode with similar 
characteristics, which gives as a result B&W image.  
Color camera is different - these photodiodes are equipped with a color filters - usually 
nowadays color CMOS cameras have mosaic Bayer filter design (Fig. 2.4.1.1.), but many 
more different design solution exists. This color filter array (CFA) consists of three color 
filters - Red, Green and Blue (RGB), that provides opportunity to capture different intensity 
of each color. Later then, natural colors on the picture can be expressed by combining 
different amount of these three main colors to restore photographed scenery in 
computer/camera. But for Bayer filter, Green color – Luminance, has twice more sensors 
than Red and Blue, because this design comply the best with the human eyes, as they are 
most sensitive to green light during the daylight. Then there are twice more Green 
components obtained and from this fact it is apparent, that further operations have to be 
done to create complete image pixel from incoming data. 
  

 
Fig. 2.4.1.1.: Camera sensor with photodiodes and Bayer CFA. Adopted from [21]. 

 
Example of commonly used different camera output data formats: 
RAW RGB: 

• data output consist of separate unprocessed (except for AWB, AGC, …) color 
components in RGB color space, following processing required to interpolate 
conventional image pixels with RGB values 

• different output based on CFA design (2x2 color block) - RGBG, GRGB or BGGR 
• 16bit output: sequence of pairs with two 8bit values (e.g.: BG, GR, BG, GR, ...) 
• 8bit output: sequence of 8bit values (e.g.: B, G, R, G, B, G, R, G, …) 

 
RGB (RGB565/555): 

• raw RGB processed and interpolated inside the camera sensor to provide RGB 
components of separate image pixels directly on the output 

• 16bit (15bit) output: consist of 5bits Red, 6bits Green (or 5bits) and 5bits Blue 
• 8bit output: former 16bit value split into two 8bit blocks, send consecutively 

2x2 Bayer color block

Green color filter 

Photodiode
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YCbCr: 

• format suitable for digital encoding in YUV color space, closer to human perception - 
then used more for digital photography or video to be stored for viewing purposes 
and not for image processing 

• Y component is luma (brightness - can be used alone as grayscale image), Cb and Cr 
components are blue and red difference chroma components 

• 8bit/16bit out: sequence of separate components (similar to raw RGB output) 
 

Grayscale: 
• black-white (shades of grey) image intensity representation, widely used in many IP 

applications due to lower complexity when using 8bit value of complete information  
• 8bit output: usually 8bit precise value of intensity 

 
Monochromatic: 

• 1bit output, 2 value representation of image (binary image) – just black and white 
 

 

2.4.2. Manufacturers specification – data stream and pattern 
 
Process timing and performance is possible to be evaluated from the fundamental system 
functionalities depicted in manufacturer’s datasheets. Necessary specifications are - 
functionality of parallel master port for communication of PIC32 and data output 
specification of OV6620 camera sensor. 
 
 
Pic32 - PMP 8/16bit usage 
PMP on PIC32 works independently of core, so it’s possible to process data while the next 
another incoming are being read and moved to core’s register. Core of PIC32 spends 
capacity here “just” on checking (polling) buffer flag, if can be read and obtained data used.     
 
Parallel bus clock (PBCLK - TPB): 
duration of one parallel bus clock - TPB can be set alternatively in accord with the system 
clock (SYSCLK) in a ration of 1:1 to 1:8, based on the specification from PIC32 manual [5]. 
 
PIC32:  
clock frequency: = 80  

 
(2.4.2:1) 

 
 

• PMP operating in slave mode (PSP) – 8bit only 
When reading from master, therefore operating in slave mode, chip select signal (‘PMCS1’) 
and write signal (‘PMWR’) from master device have to be delivered to make operation 
possible. PMP module is only able to be used in 8-bit mode when connected and configured 
as a slave device. 
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Fig. 2.4.2.1.: PSP timing diagram of read operation. Adopted from [5]. 

 
From Fig. 2.4.2.1. can be seen time of 2-3 ‘PBCLK’ cycles, after data are available on the bus 
pins from master to be captured into ‘PMDIN’ register for further processing. 
 
 

• PMP operating in master mode with no wait states – 8/16bit 
PMP working as master can operate in 8-bit or even in 16-bit mode.  
PMP must provide necessary control signals for camera (that has to be set into slave mode 
this time) like ‘PMCS’ and ‘PMRD’ signals, serving as clocking and synchronization signals. 
 

 
Fig. 2.4.2.2.: PMP timing diagram of read operation. Adopted from [5]. 

 
In this configuration, read operation needs 2 PBCLK clock cycles as can be seen from Fig. 
2.4.2.2.: 	→ 	 	 	 	 	 : = 2 ∗ = 25 ∙ 10 (2.4.2:2) 
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Summary: 
As mentioned earlier in the text, PIC32 offer two modes of operation for parallel exchange of 
data. In slave mode is port driven by incoming signals and needs time of 2-3 PBCLK clock 
cycles to move obtained data into internal core registers, but is able to operate only in 8-bit 
mode. PIC set in master mode of operation has to generate synchronization and other 
driving signals (which demands computational resources), but time to move obtained data is 
about 2 PBCLK clock cycles and can operate also in 16-bit mode. 
 
 
Camera OV6620  
Camera outputs data in specified format, performance is independent on the operational 
mode (master or slave) but data rate depends on input clock frequency and prescaler 
setting. In default mode camera outputs CIF image at 50 frames per second and maximal 
speed is limited by A-to-D onchip converters operating up to 9MHz (conversion rate is 
function of desired frame rate). 
 

• 8bit setting, RAW RGB color output: 
Only Y port is used to output data and all the substances of R, G and B are send by this one 
line, while UV port is tri-state. 
 

 
Fig. 2.4.2.3.: Pixel timing in 8-bit color mode. Adopted from [6]. 

 
Note, that when operating in 8bit mode, Tclk (pixel clock period) is half the time of Tclk 
operating in 16bit mode, then also data transfer rate is twice higher to follow desired frame 
speed (same amount of data transferred over half the data transfer routes).   
 
When OV6620 system clock is set to 17.73MHz: = 117.73 = 56 ∙ 10  (2.4.2:3) 

 
 

• 8bit setting, grey-scale: 
Camera can operate in default 16bit YUV mode, where only Y channel is used to obtain 
intensity values for grey-scale image, UV out will be left unused. 
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Tab. 2.4.1.: Color filter array format and numbering example of OV6620 camera image sensor. Adopted from 
[6]. 

progressive YG method for output data format (according to table Tab. 2.4.1.): 
 1st HREF (horizontal synch.): unstable data 
 2nd HREF:  Y – G21 G12 G23 G14 … 
  UV – B11 R22 B13 R24 … 
 
Then for example first image pixel is created from G21 and G12 together with B11 and R22. 
So as it can be seen from the presented format above, one valid pixel can be completed 
during two consequent camera PCLK cycles with just need of 16bit wide register to hold 
values for the next computational step.  
 

 
Fig. 2.4.2.5.: Pixel timing in 16-bit mode with reference signals. Adopted from [6]. 

 
When OV6620 system clock is set to 17.73MHz, then for 16bit output: 
 = . = 112∙ 10  (2.4.2:6) 

 
Time optimization possibilities:  

1) Image windowing: 
Window sizing can decrease amount of data that has to be processed and this possibility 
helps when system isn’t able to work with the full camera physical resolution at desired 
frame rate in a real time. But due to design of camera module, still all the data, even invalid 
data out of inactive window, is being sent to PIC32. Invalid data can be distinguished from 
the data we want to process by checking the HREF signal and thus spare time, when camera 
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is sending this data, can be used for image processing routines to finish computations on 
actual row or after the whole active image was obtained and processed (for this possibility, 
memory storage like FIFO buffer would be needed). 
It can be taken as - we can reach the same FPS by setting smaller active window together 
with corresponding lower clock speed to get longer times between separate pixels to obtain 
same amount of valid data during time period. But as mentioned, whole image array 
together with invalid data is send, no matter on window size, so this functionality really can 
help only on decreasing the amount of data that has to be processed. 
 

 
Fig. 2.4.2.6.: Window sizing: HS/HE –horizontal start/end pixel, VS/VE – vertical start/end row. Adopted from 
[6]. 

 
2) Pixel binning: 

When core needs more time to do necessary calculations between separate pixels – or in 
fact to decrease data transfer rate, camera can be set to work in QCIF mode. Maximal 
resolution is then half the initial resolution (176x144pix) - every line output only half the 
data (like every second pixel that prolong times between them). This function also improves 
sensitivity when working with smaller resolution. 
 
 
Summary: 
default time calculations for 17.73MHz clock input (note: all the pixels on sensor included): 

pixel clock step: (8 ) =56 ∙ 10 (2.4.2:7) 
 (16 ) =112 ∙ 10 (2.4.2:8) 
one line: = ∗ 572 = 64.064 ∙ 10 (2.4.2:9) 
one frame: = 310 ∗ = 0.0199 (2.4.2:10) 
final frame rate: = 1 = 50  (2.4.2:11) 

 
- lower system clock, when other characteristics remains the same, leads to longer time 
between every pixel and in lower FPS 
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- optimization possibility of windowing doesn’t lead to longer times between separate pixels, 
pixel binning prolongs times between separate pixels and both of them leads to decreased 
amount of data for processing 
 
 

2.4.3. Resume for the performance and timing 
At first, possible applications for camera use are proposed and presented as follows – COG 
of single object in 2D plane, searching for the object of certain color, Basic 2D pattern 
recognition. 
Secondly, timing propagation in order to follow wanted operations is examined, based on 
manufacturer’s specification for PIC32 microcontroller and OV6620 color camera sensor. 
Data format of nowadays color cameras with output data format is described in the 
beginning to clarify connections between timing and data output – where the most 
significant characteristic is bus data width (8bit or 16bit) and data format which denotes 
possibility to transfer whole necessary information for the computation during one transfer 
cycle. 
 
Main timing problem, that can be examined based on manufacturers datasheet information, 
lies in comparison of results from PIC32 and OV6620 timing of data transfer in previous 
chapter. As already mentioned, time to obtain and move data into accessible register in the 
controller has to be faster than camera is sending them out: 
 
camera output time: 
 (8 ) =56	∙ 10 = 0.056 (2.4.3:1) 
 (8 ) =56	∙ 10 = 0.056 (2.4.3:2) 
 
controller input to register time: 
- together with the time to move data into register, data from the register has to be also 
moved by the user application to release register for another data input 
 _ = 2~3 ∗ = 25~37.8 ∙ 10  (2.4.3:3) 
 = 2~3 ∗ + (1~2) ∗ = 37.8~50 ∙ 10  (2.4.3:4) 
 
 
-> comparison of (2.4.3:1) and (2.4.3:2) with (2.4.3:4) gives final result: (37.8~50 ∙ 10 ) < (8 )(56 ∙ 10 ) ≪ (16 )(112 ∙ 10 ) 
 
Then we can say that PIC32 is able to accept and allow user to read wanted data before 
another data is present at the input port in both 8bit and 16bit connection. 
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2.5. Simulation results for PIC32 and sample BW image 
 

2.5.1. Test grayscale image 
 
At first creation of such an image in application specific format has to be done. 
Several different test images to simulate different objects were created as .bmp pictures and 
then in Matlab with easy program transferred into .h files usable in MPLAB Simulator and 
user .c program. This .h files are constructed as arrays filled with 8bit values representing 
intensity pixel values of grayscale image. Test image design is aimed to ensure correct 
detection of objects center point computed by the user program. 
 

 
 a) b) c)  
Fig. 2.5.1.1.: Test grayscale images created for algorithm tests. Amount of dark values in the image influences 
overall test time and percentage is: a) 12.42%, b) 0.09%, c) 1.29% (gray taken as dark), 0.32% (grey taken as 
light). 

 

2.5.2. Simulation program - Center of gravity in 2D of simple object 
 
Performance in this chapter will be derived from simulation program, created in MPLAB IDE 
Simulator. Easy simulation program reads data from given .h picture file and process them to 
find center of single object. Simulation can’t be understand exactly as final driving program 
for controller and camera, because no hardware issues are taken here in account, together 
with no checking of synchronization signals and information flags. This signals had to be 
created differently in software to ensure functionality and bring the simulation closer to real 
application. Software just reads the data as controller is able to process them in sense of 
validation correctness of algorithm and basic timing dependencies.  
 
Algorithm computation phases: 
notes: 
- algorithm is running in the loop 
- data source consist of 8-bit integers, therefore simulation of B&W mode 
- operation is aimed on searching of dark objects center on light background 
- resulting position is taken to absolute column/row coordinates 
 
main algorithm functionality: 

• load data from data source – reading from rows (simulation of reading from camera) 
• compare obtained value with threshold value to determine if the point is dark or not 

o if value is recognized as dark and: 
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 is the first one dark in the row - then remember position of this point, 
store as column_start position and increase point counter 

 is not the first one dark in the row - then remember position of this 
point and store temporarily as column_end position (usually there are 
more points and we wait for the last one in the row) 

o if value is recognized as light – do nothing to spare computational capacity 
• at the end of actual row – compute center point from known start and end position 

and store number of row, if row is the first one with dark points, then lets save this 
position as row_start to be able to determine center of object in second axis, and 
then increase the value of row_end in every row where dark points were found 

• after the last row, or at the end of processed image, compute final central position 
from stored values in axis that leads through rows and also second axis which leads 
through columns to have complete information of object center in 2D plane 

  
 
Summary: 
Algorithm works well for searching center of test objects. Some additional calculation 
conditions and formulas for special shapes of objects or special cases had to be also 
implemented for full functionality. Algorithm with minor changes can be used for 
implementation in software for image processing of real data from camera for the task – 
COG of simple objects in 2D plane. 
 
 
Timing and test image properties: 
This part is aimed on software simulation timing dependencies based on test image 
properties. Note: timing of simulation depends on complexity and amount of computations 
and also on optimization level of the code itself. Following timing is just for coarse 
imagination and can’t be taken seriously as done on a real system.  
As can be seen from following timing, performance depends on the number of dark pixels, 
because time to process one dark pixel is longer in the comparison of processing light one, 
where nothing is computed. 
 

• test images: 100x100 pixels, 8-bit word each 
• volume percentage of dark area in the picture: 0.09 - 12.42 % 
• controller speed: 80MHz 

 
	→	 = = ∙ = 12.5 ∙ 10 = 0.0125  (2.5.2:1) 

 
main algorithm part to process separate pixel: 
 

1. Beginning of data read 
According to following figure, most important tool Stopwatch – of which timer was reset to 0 
(marked in red square) to make this point as a starting point to measure how many clock 
cycles are necessary for the computations. Green arrows in the code (c-code and asm) 
denote position where code execution was stopped. 
 
  instruction cycles = 0 
  time = 0 μs 
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Fig. 2.5.2.1.: Image showing crucial part of the program stopped in the position of calling data read. From the 
left - code in c-language, the same in assembly code as compiled from c-lang., then memory usage and 
stopwatch.  

 
2. Data stored in register, ready for thresholding operation 

Reading operation is finished at this point, amount of instruction cycles needed until this 
point from point 1) informs about time necessary to read from array stored in other file, 
which takes around 12 clock cycles. But as seen in chapter 2.4.2., data are ready to be used 
after 2-3 clock cycles when coming into PMP. But also operation of polling to check ready 
status of data and consequent reading them will consume another several clock cycles, 
which is not possible to determined in simulation.  

  
instruction cycles = 12 
time = 0.15 μs 
 

 
Fig. 2.5.2.2.: On the left side, green arrow denotes actual position in the code, Stopwatch on the right side 
indicates amount of instruction cycles spend on data read. 

 
3. Thresholding with subsequent operations and returning back to initial point 

After data is ready to be used, thresholding together with appropriate subsequent 
operations, based on the fact that actually examined point is below or above threshold 
value, is simulated with following results (note: absolute time is measured from the point 1) 
where data is read, relative from point 2) where data is ready for processing). These results 
are the most important, as already mentioned in previous chapters, and relative value needs 
to be smaller that time between separate incoming data values. 
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a) recognized as light point (lies above the threshold), relative time: 
instruction cycles = 20 – 12 = 8 
time = 0.25 – 0.15  = 0.10 μs 

 
b) recognized as dark point (lies below the threshold) , relative time: 

instruction cycles = 24 – 12 = 12 
time = 0.30 – 0.15 = 0.15 μs 

 

a) b)
Fig. 2.5.2.3.: Absolute timing taken to the point 1) where Stopwatch belongs to: a)light point, b)dark point. 

 

2.5.3. Resume for the simulation test 
 
COG recognition of several simple test images is performed to observe timing properties of 
this operation, which functionality is presented together with obtained results. Basic 
recognition works pretty well and with slight changes could be possible used for real 
application processing real images from camera sensor. 
 
Timing dependencies from chapters - 2.4.2, 2.4.3 and 2.5.2: 
time necessary to process single pixel from the simulation:  
 	 	 ≈ 0.10 − 0.15 (2.5.3:1) 
 
time between separate pixels from the camera on max frame rate (based on output mode): 
 	 	 	 ≈ 0.056 − 0.112 (2.5.3:2) 
 
 
comparison of results (2.5.3:1) and (2.5.3:2) give us information, that processing of one 8bit 
value for one pixel on maximal frame rate (even in slower 16bit mode) is longer than pixels 
are arriving at the port, which leads to several results: 

• internal memory to store pixels for further processing would be needed for system 
with camera set in default mode with max. FPS and full image size 

• decrease camera frame rate to the level the PIC would be able to process pixel during 
obtaining of another one, no memory would be necessary now 

• use optimization methods in the camera to decrease data rate – as windowing 
or/and pixel binning, while max. FPS would still be reachable, no memory would be 
necessary  

• use different and more powerful HW than PIC32 
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2.6. Operation with camera and MF624 
 
Matlab and its visual component – Simulink, can be used on the computer, equipped by the 
data acquisition card, to observe data that are sent out of the C3088 camera module. 
Algorithms for intended image processing routines could be tested this way as well as to 
ensure proper functionality and provide results that can be observed visually from the 
graphs and final created images.  
 

2.6.1. Real-time toolbox (RTT) and real-time windows target (RTWT) 
Computer with MF624 data acquisition card was used for this purpose, together with 
camera connected to necessary inputs. 
At first, appropriate model in Simulink has to be created for measuring and observing 
desired input data. Block library that includes blocks for work with MF624 is necessary to be 
used to access card ports by the software and further work. 
When observing data with RTT tool, Simulink file runs usual simulation way and obtains data 
from camera. With RTWT, situation is a bit different from the previous case. Blocks for RTT 
have to be replaced by the blocks for RTWT and set correctly. Simulink model is then 
translated for the needs of RTWT into c-code which is uploaded and then runs from the 
controller present on MF624. After these steps, we are allowed to start measurement. 
Camera module was set to default YUV mode and 8bit value at the Y port is about to be 
captured to visualize grayscale image. 
 
connection on MF624 card used with C3088 camera module: 
IN: 8bit digital in data port – 8bit Y camera output 
 3 channels of timer – synchronization signals (Pixclk, Href, Vref) 
OUT: +5VDC 
 AGND 
 GND 
 
 
Simulink model that was used for RTT and after minor changes also for RTWT: 

 
Fig. 2.6.1.1.: Simulink model created for storing input digital data, based on logic triggers to store only valid 
data as they arrive at the input port from the camera.  
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Principle of model operation: 
Camera function, or observable function, lies in clocked bursting out of digital data. Validity 
of data is ensured by the arriving pixel clock that synchronizes whole process. Together with 
pixel clock, camera in master mode provides also vertical and horizontal reference signals 
that informs us about start of the new frame and valid readout line of the frame. 
As the data are coming to the system, we need to determine which data to store and when. 
Counter on horizontal ref. signal is stored together with the data to inform later to which 
line of the frame stored data has to be assigned.  Vertical ref. signal with counter informs 
how many frames were already sent and we can also pick how many frames can be ignored 
before and after storing of one wanted frame, because camera usually needs some time to 
stabilize after the start and send valid image frames. 
 
 

2.6.2. Resume 
Camera is by the default equipped with the crystal oscillator running at 17.73MHz, so data 
are clocked at the speed of 17MHz (but when working in 16-bit mode it’s half the speed – 
8.5MHz). Based on this information, we have to set correct step of the simulation to prevent 
unwanted situations like aliasing or better to say – missing data information. 
 
input clock time:  = . = 112 	  

maximal simulation step:  = = 56 	  
 
Simulation was set to discrete fixed step and tried for several time step settings. On higher 
time values is program missing incoming data and even when tried minimal possible step the 
program was able to run, simulation was highly unstable and still missing data values. 
 
RTT 
min possible Simulink step: = 1 	 	 >>  	→ this method is inappropriate and different access has to be used for observation  
 
RTWT 
min possible Simulink step: = 1 	 	 >>  	→ this method is also inappropriate and different access has to be used for observation 
 
 
Computer equipped with MF624 data acquisition card is inapplicable for operation of direct 
connection with camera module and real-time data processing, because incoming data rate 
is faster than data acquisition card is able to work with. 
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2.7. Proposed solutions 
 
PIC32 microcontroller: 
First proposed variant – use of the PIC32 controller as presented during previous pages, 
showed insufficient performance, which can’t ensure proper functionality of the system for 
intended applications. System may be functional but not as fast as it would be necessary and 
can lead to numerous complications and results would still be unconvincing. 
 
Alternative possibilities: 
FPGA: 
Another variant lies in the change of main hardware and use FPGA (Field programmable gate 
array) device instead. FPGA is a general-purpose integrated circuit which main advantage is 
possibility to design specific hardware-like parts (memory, single-purpose co-processors, 
microcontroller, communication interface, …) and program device for wanted functionality 
by downloading bitstream configuration file into chip. Specific design for custom application 
provides highly parallel data processing and fast transition times. When user needs to 
change or modify system design, there is no need for soldering or changing anything except 
of software program or system schematics (when working with visual tool like System 
generator under Simulink), so the same platform can be used for different applications. 
FPGA device combines the best attributes of general-purpose microprocessors and DSPs. 
 
DSP: 
Main processing core can be also changed to DSP. DSPs are basically dedicated integrated 
circuits specialized for the needs of fast digital signal processing. Specialization of such 
controller makes it more powerful, lower cost and less power consuming then in the case of 
common general-purpose microprocessor but it structure can’t be changed for the purpose 
of use as in the case of FPGAs.  
 

Evaluation of solution options 
All the three variants discussed previously in comparison of the most significant 
characteristics for the target application of image processing. 
For illustration picked commonly used DSP – Blackfin BF537 and FPGA – Spartan6. 
 
Characteristics\device PIC32 Blackfin BF537 FPGA Spartan6 
Frequency [MHz] 80 up to 600 500+ 
Configurable HW no no yes 
Memory [kB] 32 132 4800 RAM + configurable 
Performance for camera 
operations 

low high high + other concurrent 
applications 

Parallel execution no partial yes 
Design complexity higher average-higher 

(based on solution) 
average-higher (based on 
solution) 

Versatility high moderate very high 
Price low moderate-higher moderate-higher 
Tab. 2.7.1.: Comparison of proposed design solutions. Prices are highly dependable on specific controller 
version. Information from [3], [19] and [17]. 
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3. Formulation of the new thesis assignment 

 

3.1. Justification 
 
After a deep study of given problematic, range of simulation tests performed and then 
comparison of obtained results with the specifications presented in manufacturer 
documentation. We can say that for the satisfactory results of camera operation wouldn’t be 
initially intended platform based on the PIC32 powerful enough. 
Suggested alternative designed on the FPGA platform is way more powerful and brings more 
opportunities to create different target applications or change functionality for different task 
without need of changing anything else than driving software structure. 
   

3.2. Draft of the new thesis assignment 
 
- appropriate camera module selection 
- interconnection between camera module and controlling HW   
- implementation of driving software for camera work 
- implementation of proposed method for image processing 
- communication implementation  
 

3.3. Final approved assignment 
 
Goal that should be reached: 

1) Research of currently available camera modules, research of possible communication 
between camera module and controller. Camera module selection. 

2) Task definition for camera system together with computation process division 
between FPGA and PIC. 

3) Algorithm implementation into FPGA, PIC.  
4) Thorough testing of designed system together with experiment documentation. 

 
Problem characteristics: 
Main target of the work is design of simple and cheap camera module with own data 
processing. Data pre-processing will be accomplished in the FPGA, while following 
processing and communication with higher-level device will be done by the PIC controller 
(RS232, CAN). Typical system task will be searching for the dark spot on bright background.  
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4. System implementation design 

 
Based on the poor results of PIC32 mentioned in the chapter 2.5.3 - Resume was decided to 
create whole target system on the FPGA device. Market with possible FPGA devices isn’t that 
rich as in the case of microcontrollers and primarily two companies produce most of the 
FPGAs – Xilinx and Altera company. Due to supervisors recommendation was used complete 
digital circuit platform - Atlys development board with Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA. Big advantage 
of Xilinx chip is possibility to use Xilinx software, which is provided for free for 
noncommercial and educational purposes and offers a lot of design and simulation tools for 
FPGA system development, including toolbox for Matlab/Simulink called System generator.   
 

4.1. Hardware implementation 
 
The main target of camera system problematic was software implementation and not 
system development from the base of electrical circuitry design. Together with request to 
speed up the whole process – “ready-to-use” development platform with the FPGA chip, as 
specified further, was picked for realization. 
 
Platform picked: Atlys™ Spartan-6 FPGA Development Board 
 

Atlys board attributes: Spartan-6 LX45 offers: 
• Xilinx Spartan-6 LX45 FPGA, 324-pin BGA package
• 128Mbyte DDR2 16-bit wide data 
• 10/100/1000 Ethernet PHY 
• On-board USB2 ports for programming  
• USB-UART and USB-HID port 
• Two HDMI video in & two HDMI out ports 
• AC-97 Codec with line-in, line-out, mic, & 

headphone 
• 16Mbyte x4 SPI Flash for configuration & data 

storage 
• 100MHz CMOS oscillator 
• 48 I/O’s routed to expansion connectors 
• GPIO includes 8 LEDs, 6 buttons, 8 slide switches 

• 6,822 slices each containing four 
6-input LUTs and eight flip-flops  

• 2.1Mbits of fast block RAM  
• 4 clock tiles (8 DCMs & 4 PLLs)  
• 6 phased-locked loops  
• 58 DSP slices  
• 500MHz+ clock speeds  
 

Tab. 4.1.1.: Table of Atlys properties. Adopted from [17]. 
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Connection between OV6620 and Atlys board: 
 
Atlys board:  68-pin high-speed VHDC connector for high-speed I/O used 
-> necessary to create cable or PCB with VHDC connector on one side and pin connector for 
C3088 on the other side 
 

Top side: Bottom side: 
IO2-P: U15  UV7
IO3-P: U13  UV6 
IO4-P: M11  UV5 
IO5-P: R11  UV4 
IO6-P: T12  UV3 
IO7-P: N10  UV2 
IO8-P: M10  UV1 
IO9-P: U11  UV0 
CLK10-P: R10  PCLK 
CLK11-P: U10  -  
IO12-P: R8  VSYN 
IO13-P: M8  Y7 
IO14-P: U8  Y6 
IO15-P: U7  Y5 
IO16-P: N7  Y4 
IO17-P: T6  Y3 
IO18-P: R7  Y2 
IO19-P: N6  Y1 
IO20-P: U5  Y0 

IO2-N: V15 SDA
IO3-N: V13  SCL 
IO4-N: N11  EXCLK 
IO5-N: T11  - 
IO6-N: V12  - 
IO7-N: P11  - 
IO8-N: N9  - 
IO9-N: V11  - 
CLK10-N: T10  - 
CLK11-N: V10 - 
IO12-N: T8 - 
IO13-N: N8 - 
IO14-N: V8 - 
IO15-N: V7 - 
IO16-N: P8 - 
IO17-N: V6 - 
IO18-N: T7 - 
IO19-N: P7 - 
IO20-N: V5 - 

Tab. 4.1.2.: Atlys board VHDC pin table with corresponding constraints for specification in the UCF file, 
together with signals from the camera that were assigned to. Specification from [18]. 

 
 
 

 
Fig.  4.1.1.: Design of the PCB with VHDC for Atlys and pin connector for C3088 on the left and the final 
product with the camera attached on the right. 
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Fig.  4.1.2.: Photo of entire system with Altys board (on the left), coupling PCB and camera C3088 (on the 
right).  

 
 

4.2. Software design with System generator under Simulink 
 
When FPGA platform was opt for the project realization, we are capable to keep the same 
hardware for different applications by altering only software. This fact also leads to 
possibility of many different ways how to solve certain problem. 
Assignment specification also requires use of the System-generator, which is toolbox for 
visual system modeling and code generation from Simulink. This development access 
provides possibility of further easy modification and reuse of the design for different 
applications and to speed up the whole process of system development and functionality 
verification as well. 
 
Three main groups of the system design have to be considered. The main question of design 
access is to identify tradeoff between system performance and overall complexity: 

a) software solution done on microcontroller synthesized into FPGA (programmed in C-
language or other programming language) where all the computations are executed, 
together with control logic and memories created in Simulink model or VHDL code 

b) SW/HW solution with microcontroller used for some of the computations but mainly 
as action scheduler of subordinate single-purpose coprocessors, all together with 
control logic, data path interconnection and memories created in Simulink model or 
VHDL code 

c) hardware solution where all the computational operations takes place in several 
single-purpose coprocessors with one coprocessor used for signal/data management, 
all together with control logic, block interconnections and memories synthesized 
from high-level Simulink model or VHDL code  
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Architecture comparison: 
Coprocessors under Sys-gen Picoblaze (KPCSM3) Microblaze (EDK Processor ) 
- 8-bit RISC  32-bit RISC 
1 clk per process 2 clks per instruction 1 clk per instruction 
Parallel processing, very high 
performance 

Sequential, low 
performance 

Sequential, moderate-higher 
performance  

pipelining for DSP operations - 3/5 stage pipeline 
fixed point (64bit+) fixed point (8bit) Floating Point Unit (FPU)  
? 64bit+ registers 16 8-bit registers 32 32-bit registers 
 1K instruction code Caches (2-64kB) 
RAM configurable (onboard+ 
onchip synthesizable) 

64B internal RAM RAM configurable (onboard+ 
onchip synthesizable) 

VHDL signals VHDL signals Buses (PLB, FSL, …) 
ISE, System generator(Simulink) ISE + Sys-gen EDK(XPS,SDK) + ISE + Sys-gen 
VHDL, Simulink + Matlab code Assembly language C/C++ 
 24 instructions 82 instructions 
Size – depends on design Size estimation – 96 LUTs 

(0.35% of spartan6 LUTs) 
Size estimation – 3689 LUTs 
( 13.52% of spartan6 LUTs) 

Tab. 4.2.1.: Table of different system design comparison, information valid for system generator v12.3 and 
used version of spartan6 usable slice size is 27288LUTs. Information Adopted from [14] and [17]. 

 
Summary: 
After consideration of different design abilities, together with request to speed-up the whole 
design process and easy reconfiguration under Simulink and system-generator for different 
tasks, variant c) was picked for system implementation. 
Main advantages of variant c): 

• high versatility and easy reconfigurability for different tasks 
• possibility to design coprocessors with m-functions in standard Matlab language 
• designed system can be easily simulated under Simulink to observe results without 

real target device 
• powerful solution 

 
 

4.2.1. Overall system design 
 
Whole camera system is divided into two different main parts – exactly into two separate 
clock domains running on a different clock frequency. The first part – Camera input domain, 
primary obtains data from the camera and store valid and wanted data into shared FIFO 
buffer. Shared FIFO buffer serves as interconnection between both parts and therefore 
second domain – System domain can read from the FIFO and perform wanted image 
processing tasks. 
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Fig. 4.2.1.1.: Overall system design. At the top - System generator token for generating multiple subsystems, 
and from the left - camera subsystem and IP subsystem. 

 

4.2.1.1. Camera input domain 
 
Functionality of the system domain lies in signal manipulation and redirection, together with 
basic control logic for writing into shared FIFO buffer, other superior system can read from 
and process the data. 
Signals from the board inputs connected to the FPGA I/O buffers (IOBs) are read in this block 
- that means signals the camera is sending out. Reading from the input ports has to be 
running on a certain frequency to prevent unwanted phenomena like aliasing that could lead 
into corruption or loss of input data. FPGA system also needs reference input clock signal for 
task execution, as mentioned earlier, thus camera output clock signal was used. When 
system is clocked from the camera and is then synchronized with incoming data, we can be 
sure of valid data presence at the input ports when triggered for read by the input clock – 
according to timing graphs in chapter 2.4.2 Manufacturers specification – data stream and 
pattern. 
 
Design is universal and can be used for different cameras, but equipped with necessary pixel 
clock output, horizontal and vertical reference signals and up to 16 parallel data lines for 
parallel data transfer. Data structure is aimed on 16bit wide input signal, but signal with 
lower bit precision can also be used (of course with necessary shift or cut manipulation later 
in the system block before data usage). 
 
 

Camera subsystem IP subsystem

System domain

Multiple Subsystem
Generator

Camera input domain
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Fig. 4.2.1.2.: Camera input domain with necessary logic. 

 
 
Coarse block functionality depicted on Fig. 4.2.1.2: 

A) CMOS camera emulation – simulates the real camera output for Simulink simulation 
B) Board data input – input ports with initial data manipulation (concatenation of binary 

input signals into 16-bit value) and frame counter, which is set to wait several images 
after the end of reset request for system stabilization (camera manufacturer advice) 
and to synchronize start of the image with start of writing into FIFO. 

C) Control logic for FIFO operations – write enable and reset (with ‘fifo_en’ block which 
is used to ignore first incoming line of the image, which usually outputs unstable 
data, again described in manufacturers specification) 

D) System generator token – necessary to set compilation method, synthesis tool, target 
device, clocking options and timing for Simulink simulation 

E) To FIFO – shared FIFO buffer, input part 
F) To register with logic – shared register to transfer “beginning of the image” info. 
G) Counter with comparator and IOB – turns ON/OFF led located on the board after 

specified number of obtained images, to inform about correct stream functionality 
H) From Register with comparator – shared register which sets FIFO into reset when 

forced from other system domain 
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4.2.1.2. System domain 
 
System part also needs to be fed with clock signal, but in a contrary to camera input domain 
– reading operation involves access to asynchronous FIFO, so it doesn’t need to be 
synchronized with the camera input. But the thing is that for correct functionality, system 
has to be able to execute all of designed operations of image pre- and processing on the 
input data faster than they are being stored into FIFO (as mentioned in chapter - 2.4.2 
Manufacturers specification – data stream and pattern). Then onboard crystal with clock of 
100MHz was used, but maximal input clock has to be picked based on the design complexity 
(viz. chapter 7.1.3 Timing and power analysis) to meet timing during code generation. 
 
Designed system, depicted on Fig. 4.2.1.3., is modular general-purpose system for the 
camera operation. System is created from several coprocessors for image pre- and 
processing that can be, based on intended functionality, replaced with another blocks or 
removed completely and control logic with blocks, that shouldn’t be removed. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.2.1.3.: System domain part – depicted functionality is for color Raw RGB data input, color to B&W 
conversion, intensity thresholding and sending out over the UART.   
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Coarse block functionality depicted on Fig. 4.2.1.3.: 
A) From FIFO  – shared FIFO buffer, output part 
B) ‘ImPreProc’ – image preprocessing part for Raw RGB into RGB interpolation (viz. 

chapter - 5.1) 
C) System generator token 
D) ‘RGB2BW’ – RGB color into black-white conversion (viz. chapter - 5.2) 
E) ‘Thresh – intensity thresholding of B&W image based on defined threshold value (viz. 

chapter - 5.3) 
F) ‘Uart 8bit data send’ – communication interface for sending whole image out over 

the serial port (viz. chapter - 6.2) 
G) ‘Drive_cam’ – high level driving and synchronization of other blocks (viz. further) 
H) To Register with logic – shared register, sends out FIFO reset signal 
I) From register with logic - shared register input of “beginning of the image” info. 
J) Inputs and outputs on the board – board switches and leds 
K) ‘SCCB’ with logic and I/Os – SCCB communication for camera setting with “send” 

button and outputs to camera (viz. chapter - 6.1) 
 
 
As mentioned, above presented system awaits RAW RGB 16bit data input for basic 
introduced operations, but instead of used B&W conversion and thresholding, block for 
color thresholding based on picked color can be used (viz. chapter - 5.4) or searching for COG 
of single object based on the output from ‘RGB2BW’ (viz. chapter - 5.5) and much more. Also 
system can work with YCbCr output from the camera, where only 8MSB bits would be used 
for B&W system, where no ‘IMPP’ block with ‘RGB2BW’ is needed to have gray-scale image 
for desired application. 
 
 
Summary: 
As it can be seen, modular system is very variable in the possibilities of use and can be 
changed fast and easily from one provided functionality into another, which is big advantage 
of such design under Simulink with System generator.  
 
 

4.2.1.3. Drive camera block 
 
“Drive_cam” block is essentially state machine that controls read and reset state of FIFO 
buffer together with read synchronization of another block directly connected to obtain data 
from FIFO. But also control operations of other blocks present in the system can be included. 
Requests from user (like inputs from switch buttons) can be connected and evaluated in 
‘Drive_cam’ block or in the blocks whose functionality is about to be controlled, but main 
switch to run camera operation or remain idle has to be connected with this block to ensure 
correct functionality of whole system. 
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Realization in Matlab/Simulink for system generator: 
 
 Main functionality of 

basic color system drive - 
‘drive_cam’, presented on 
the left: 
A) decision to execute 

main loop or set reset 
state – based on the 
input “run” signal 

B)  state “0” – IMPP block 
reset together with 
pixel counter reset 

C) state “1” – read data 
when present in FIFO 

D) state “2” – after FIFO 
reading, enable next 
block (IMPP) and check 
inputs for switch 
conditions and other 
operations 

E) other conditions – 
other possible driving 
structure for other 
blocks in the design 

Fig. 4.2.1.4.: Drive_cam block functionality flowchart. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.2.1.5.: Realization in Simulink with System generator control block – Mcode. Inputs and outputs with 
awaited data format displayed.   
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5. Image Preprocessing and Processing  

As the data is obtained from the camera doesn’t indicate the end of successful operation, on 
the contrary it indicates the beginning of the image pre- and processing operations 
necessary to fulfill awaited functionality of the system. At the beginning, obtained data has 
to be converted to the usual form and then we are able to perform mathematical operations 
that are necessary for image recognition and similar applications. 
 

5.1. RGB interpolation from RAW Bayer RGB   
 
As mentioned earlier, camera is set to provide on the output port RAW Bayer RGB data (viz. 
Fig.  5.1.1.). For subsequent operations, this raw format needs to be interpolated into 
common RGB image. Several options of interpolation can be used and all of them are 
different in complexity, computational demands, quality of final image output and also 
suitability for different applications and different speed of execution. 
 

 
 
Fig.  5.1.1.: Raw RGB image of intensities with magnified detail, showing Bayer array pattern with 2x2 GRBG 
blocks. This picture is then used for test purposes on different interpolation methods. 

 
 
Tested RGB interpolations in Matlab: 
 
Matlab “demosaic” function - gradient-corrected linear interpolation   
 - definition: 

• designed as 5x5 filter centered at interpolated position moved through the whole 
image (basically this method is 2D convolution) 

• different coefficients based on column/row position (viz. Fig.  5.1.2.) 
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Fig.  5.1.2.: Illustration of 5x5 filters for RGB color interpolation based on different row/column position on 
the interpolated image. Coefficients presented in the scheme aren’t exactly the same as Matlab uses, this 
figure serves only for illustration. Scheme Adopted from [23]. 

 
- notes for implementation in HW: 

• demands memory or several buffers for incoming image data storage 
• computational complexity is higher (several multiplications and additions together 

with final normalization) then also processing time is higher 
• design complexity is higher – implementation size is therefore higher 
• more suitable for applications of digital photography instead of image processing  

 
 
Proposed method of closest neighbours: 
- definition: 

• interpolation from the nearest pixels of wanted colors 
• designed for incoming data format with 16bit value of altering pairs of BG and RG 

 

 
Fig.  5.1.3.: Timeline diagram of closest neighbor interpolation method.  

 
- notes for implementation in HW: 

• only one register to hold last 16bit value needed 
• can operate as data are coming – so called “on-fly” 
• minimum of computational operations and just in 8bit fixed point arithmetic – very 

fast execution and small size of design implementation 
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Summary: 
Comparison of both mentioned methods in the meaning of visual quality of interpolated 
output image: 
 

a) b)
Fig.  5.1.4.: Result pictures from the interpolation process: a) Matlab demosaic, b) closest neighbour method. 

 
details D in comparison: 

Da Db
Fig.  5.1.5.: Details Da and Db of interpolated images on Fig.  5.1.4. in the comparison.  

 
Complete images presents that both methods are almost equivalent in the term of final 
quality – we can clearly discern between different shapes of different colors. Of course, 
more complex Matlab method based on gradient-corrected linear interpolation, shows a bit 
better results with a real colors, but for the use in basic image processing applications or 
image recognition. Colors and nature like reconstruction of the pictures isn’t really what is 
crucial, but what really matters is the speed of execution and memory demands and for such 
conditions, proposed method of closest neighbours can be considered as a better solution.    
 
 
Realization in Matlab/Simulink for system generator: 
Realization under Simulink was done by the use of Mcode block preprocessor programmed 
for desired functionality. 
Note.: when ‘impreproc’ function is used, number of columns is reduced by one, so blocks 
that follows this block and needs to be informed about amount of columns in the image  
should have connected: (col-1). 
 

Da Db 
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Main functionality depicted on Fig.  5.1.6.: 
A) Control logic – when reset occurs, reset the counters and set state “0”, then evaluate 

input enable signal for presence of valid data 
B) Data evaluation 

• state “0”: obtain 16bit BG value, store 8bit B and G values into register and 
set condition to state “2” 

• state “1”: obtain 16bit BG value, load 8bit G and R and compute from them 
RGB, store 8bit B and G values into register and set condition to state “2” 

• state “2”: obtain 16bit GR value, load 8bit B and G and compute from them 
RGB, store 8bit G and R values into register and set condition to state “1” 

 

 
Fig.  5.1.6.: Flowchart of IMPP functionality. 

 

 
Fig.  5.1.7.: Realization of IMPP with Sys-gen Mcode block in Simulink. Inputs and outputs with awaited data 
format displayed.   
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Fig.  5.1.8.: Result from the Simulink simulation on provided RAW Bayer RGB test image (only detail) as 
mentioned in the chapter 7.1.1 - Software simulation in Simulink. 

 

5.2. Color RGB into black and white conversion 
 
In the case, when following operations requires grayscale image (B&W), color image needs 
to be transformed (or when there is no need to work with color image). This operation is 
also helpful in decrease of the data that have to be transferred and processed. As color 
image consists of three M*N pixels arrays, each for every single RGB color, BW image is just 
one M*N pixels array of intensity values (luminance). 
 
For conversion from RGB color image into grayscale is used common formula in the form: 
 
 = 0.2989 ∗ + 0.5870 ∗ + 0.1140 ∗ (5.2:1) 
 
 
Realization of (5.2:1) in Matlab/Simulink for Xilinx-system generator: 

 
Fig.  5.2.1.: Simulink visual representation of subsystem for RGB into BW conversion. Inputs and outputs with 
awaited data format displayed.   
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Fig.  5.2.2.: Gray-scale image obtained by the use of RGB2BW function from color image presented on the 
figure Fig.  5.1.8. 

 
 

5.3. BW image segmentation 
 
Image segmentation is usually used in the cases when differentiating of the picture into two 
or more regions, corresponding to objects, is necessary. Where one region is needed for final 
solution and others can be more or less ignored, therefore sort-of filtered away from the 
image. When image segmentation lies in differentiation in two separate groups – like black 
and white, we call this resulting image – binary image. 
Image segmentation is possible to be performed several different ways, based on awaited 
results or usually based on application that requests segmented data. These methods are 
different in computational requirements, complexity and results. But not every time the 
most hardware and time expensive method is the best choice, as long as, together with 
results, we care mostly about processing speed.  
The simplest methods for segmentation are based on evaluation of the common pixel 
property – intensity, therefore grayscale image is awaited on the input.  
 
 
BW image segmentation based on Sobel filtering: 
Sobel operator is formally N*N kernel for 2D convolution, used for edge detection by 
inspecting image pixel intensity and searching for the gradients. Resulting image is again in 
B&W intensity form. Results of the operation with different Sobel kernel on the image - Fig.  
5.3.3.  are presented on the following figures. 
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a) b)
Fig.  5.3.1.: Image after Sobel method with image inversion a) and then thresholding (viz. next in this 
chapter) to obtain binary image b). 

a) b)
Fig.  5.3.2.: Image from modified Sobel filter a) with “optimal” thresholding to obtain binary image b). 

 
Segmentation based on thresholding: 
By the mean “thresholding”, we are speaking about method where certain boundary value is 
picked from the range of presented values and used then for comparison. In the case of 
image processing, all the pixel intensity values are compared with the threshold value and 
when they are lower or higher, they are assigned to the first or second group respectively as 
presented in following formula: 
  = 0, ≤ ℎ ℎ1, ℎ  (5.3:1)

  
Main problem lies in the choice of “optimal” threshold value for certain applications during 
specific light conditions: 
 

A) Histogram inspection: 
Histogram of the image is basically 2D graph of pixel intensity distribution present on the 
image. Inspection of such graph can be focused on searching for the values with the highest 
pixel occurrence and based on defined rules to pick certain value to be the threshold value. 
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Note: higher intensity is denoted by higher value (higher value then means lighter).  
 

 

Fig.  5.3.3.: Histogram of image intensity from the figure Fig.  5.2.2. and thresholding of this figure with 
threshold values set as denoted by the red arrows. 

Evaluation of the histogram lies in searching for wanted threshold value, evaluation can be 
performed with manual method - “try and observe” or by algorithm based on the previous 
experiences and tests. 
Figure Fig.  5.3.3. presents histogram of the test image, similar to awaited images the target 
application will be processing – where one dark object is present on the lighter background. 
From the histogram and presented results after setting certain threshold value is possible to 
see several important facts: 

• image is created from one smaller dark area and bigger lighter area  
• dark and light areas with more occurrences of similar pixel intensities creates two 

bigger peaks divided by the valley of intensities with less pixel occurrence 
• when threshold is set closer to the peak of dark points – result is clearer with only 

the darkest points remaining 
 

 
Fig.  5.3.4.: Image intensity histogram with two peak points and one valley point found and marked by 
programmed algorithm. Result values: maximum1=32, maximum2=146, minimum=48. 

Dark              Bright 
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 Graph presented on Fig.  5.3.4. shows image intensity histogram with marked peaks of dark 
maximum (maximum 1) and light maximum (maximum 2), together with valley between 
them (minimum). After numerous tests performed on different test images was threshold 
value T picked as median of dark maximum and valley value: 
 = 1 +2  (5.3:2) 

 
 

B) So-called Otsu method (clustering): 
Searching for the place with minimum overlap between two groups – where incorrectly 
classified regions of the distributions from the both sides are equal. Goal of Otsu method is 
searching for the threshold that minimizes the combined distribution spread when adjusting 
threshold value through the histogram. 
Computation can be done based on the following formula for combined between-class 
variance (adopted from [20]): 
 ( ) = ( ) ∙ ( ) ∙ ( ) − ( ) (5.3:3) 
 
where: ( + 1) = ( ) +  (5.3:4) ( + 1) = ( ) −  (5.3:5) ( + 1) = ( ) ∙ ( ) + ∙( + 1)  

(5.3:6) 

( + 1) = ( ) ∙ ( ) + ∙( + 1)  
(5.3:7) 

   = ℎ ℎ 	  , = 	 	 ℎ 	 	 	 / 	 ℎ ℎ 	  , = 	 	 / 	 ℎ ℎ 	 	 
 
Evaluation after computation lies in searching for the maximum of function (5.3:3). 
 

 
Fig.  5.3.5.: Graph of results from the function (5.3:3) with respect to the intensity values with marked 
maximum value at index=103, that will be taken as threshold value. 
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Summary: 
Segmentation of grayscale images can be done for example by the two presented methods – 
Sobel filtering edge detection or by the thresholding.  
 
Sobel filtering demands memory or several buffers to hold image because of the nature of 
the method which uses 2D kernel for convolution. Memory for storing images, together with 
higher computational demands results in slower execution and higher space requirements 
when synthesized on the FPGA. Also from figures Fig.  5.3.1. and Fig.  5.3.2. can be seen that 
image after Sobel operation still needs subsequent finishing operation because results are 
not clear in the way of properly differentiated regions. 
 
On the contrary, segmentation based on the intensity thresholding seems to be fast and with 
acceptable results when certain conditions taken on the light and object properties are 
fulfilled. Implementation also occupies less space and execution is really fast. But 
problematic part is searching for the correct threshold value which is different for various 
target objects (strongly depends on the background and object color, which results into 
different BW intensity) and very important light conditions. Threshold then can be set 
visually based on the results observation after segmentation or by histogram inspection 
which can be again user based or automated, when speaking about automated methods – 
Otsu clustering method can be used either.  
 
Comparison of both automated methods for threshold value searching is presented on the 
figures below. As possibly seen, histogram inspection provides better results for this target 
application, where unwanted image regions are filtered away and is definitely easier for the 
implementation.  
Otsu clustering is on the other hand more suitable for binarization of photographs where 
resulting binarized image looks better in visual comparison where more details remain un-
filtered. And also for sceneries different to the target one, histogram would have different 
shape and determination of threshold value as it was used for the target application would 
be inapplicable.  
 
After consideration of mentioned facts and result observation was picked thresholding for 
the realization, together with automated histogram inspection.  

Method A) Thresh=40 Method B) Thresh=103 
Fig.  5.3.6.: Comparison of results from method A) histogram inspection: T=40 and B) Otsu clustering: T=103. 
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Fig.  5.3.7.: Another real-like test object with intensity histogram. Possible problematic part can be 
identification of the shadow below the object, which should be filtered away. 

 
computed properties for image Fig.  5.3.7.: 

A)  max1=8, min=48, max2=145 
	⇒ 	 ℎ ℎ = = 28 

B) sigma(max)=84 
	⇒ 	 ℎ ℎ = 84 

Fig.  5.3.8.: Resulting images after thresholding by the threshold value from the method A) histogram 
inspection and method B) Otsu clustering.  

 
Realization in Matlab/Simulink for system generator: 
Thresholding in system can be easily performed by the use of Mcode block, which 
functionality lies in the realization of equation (5.3:1) main core of this Mcode block function 
can be also used as the part of bigger and much complicated systems like COG system in 
chapter 5.5 - COG of standalone object: 
 

 
Fig.  5.3.9.: Realization of function (5.3:1) for thresholding by the use of Sys-gen Mcode. 
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Histogram in HW can be realized by the use of dual port RAM, because of impossibility of 
reading and writing from/into memory at once, when ordinary RAM is used:  
 

Main functionality of histogram 
system on the left: 
A) decision which process should be 

started based on the input mode 
B) state “0” – initially do nothing 
C) state “1” – obtain incoming 

values and fill appropriate 
addresses to create histogram 

D) state “2” – transfer histogram 
from RAM into Mcode control 
block and out of the system – for 
visual evaluation 

E) state “3” – histogram inspection 
and “optimal” threshold value 
computation (not implemented 
in presented system on the 
figure Fig.  5.3.11. below) 

Fig.  5.3.10.: Functionality flowchart of system for intensity histogram evaluation. 

 

 
Fig.  5.3.11.: Realization of system for histogram evaluation under Simulink Sys-gen with the use of control 
Mcode, control logic for writing into Ram and Dual RAM block for data storage. 
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5.4. Color segmentation  
 
Color segmentation is similar to the intensity thresholding, but with the difference that 
image differentiation is based on the color property of incoming pre-processed pixels which 
are compared to the example threshold color. Color comparison is more complicated than 
intensity thresholding, because as the color is denoted by the intensity of all the three color 
components R, G and B respectively, they all have to be compared. Operation is successful, 
in the mean as color recognition, only when all the three components of desired threshold 
color and compared one are the same, as follows:  
 = 1, 	 ≈ ∧ ≈ ∧ ≈0, ℎ  (5.4:1)

 
where: , , = , 	 	 	 	 	 ℎ ℎ 	  , , = , 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  
 
Incoming pixel values are usually affected by the noise and in such case, equation as 
presented in (5.4:1) would be mostly unsuccessful, then spread spectrum around desired 
values has to be introduced as follows: 

 = 1, 	( ± ) ≈ ∧ ( ± ) ≈ ∧ ( ± ) ≈0, ℎ  (5.4:2)

  
where: = 	 	 ; 		 > 0	 ∧ 	 < 2( _ )2  

 
Searching for the thresholding value is easier in the comparison to intensity thresholding, as 
certain color has to be picked manually – from the library of colors or by scanning of the area 
where desired color is present. Because of differences caused by the noise and light 
conditions, average values from defined area during scanning should be used. 
 

 
Fig.  5.4.1.: Test color image with heavy noise with uniform distribution added.  
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a) b) 
Fig.  5.4.2.: As thresholding color was picked central red square. Both images shows use of the formula 
(5.4:2) with spread spectrum, where a) spread spectrum value = % , b) spread spectrum value = %.  

 
Summary: 
From the figure Fig.  5.4.2. can be seen difference between lower and higher extension of 
spread spectrum around desired color for “real-like” noisy image. Then spectrum around at 
least ±10% should be used in real implemented system to increase success of color 
recognition. Fears about immixture with different colors are needless because of the nature 
of color composition from 3 different and independent portions. 
 
 
Realization in Matlab/Simulink for system generator: 
Realization consists of two Mcode control preprocessors and switch for following desired 
data output from the first or second block alternatively, based on the “run” signal. 
• ‘Thresh_color’ block serves for the thresholding based on the input desired color values 

while produces binary or color RGB output of thresholded data (color output is created 
from desired recognized color). When input desired values aren’t provided, then initial 
thresholding values are used (initially grey color).  

• ‘Color_window_set_color’ block searches for desired mean of color values inside a small 
central area of observed image, when forced by setting “run” signal to high. During 
searching mode turned on, output image from this block is decreased to a smaller size 
for faster transfer into the computer or other system (when connected) and different 
row and column values are also provided. 
 

As possibly seen from the below presented design, functionality is highly parallel, where 
both blocks works independently on each other and are able to process the same data in the 
same time. 
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Fig.  5.4.3.: Realization of color thresholding and desired threshold color selection under System-generator 
MCode block in Simulink. Inputs and outputs with awaited data format displayed.  

 
 

5.5. COG of standalone object  
 
Method for COG computation of standalone object searching is used in the form as 
proposed in the chapter 2.5.2, but with the difference that implementation was modified for 
Simulink and System generator. Threshold segmentation, as discussed in the chapter 5.3, 
was used for one dark object on the bright background recognition. 
Result of this process is computed central position in row/column coordinate system of the 
sensor (actual row and column where object center was found) where beginning lies in the 
first row and first column. Horizontal position increases from the left to the right and vertical 
position increases from the top to the bottom. 
For possible use in control or driving applications with real dynamic behavior, fast camera 
with high frame rates is necessary and then this problematic have to be also performed and 
computed very fast in target device. 
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Realization in Matlab/Simulink for system generator: 

 
Fig.  5.5.1.: Flowchart of COG block functionality created in Simulink, System-generator Mcode. 

 

 
Fig.  5.5.2.: Realization of object center recognition based on the thresholding under System generator 
Mcode block in Simulink. Inputs and outputs with awaited data format displayed. 
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Summary:  
Several figures with resulting center presenting functionality of COG algorithm. 
 

 
Fig.  5.5.3.: Source image with cross mark at the computed position after COG operation, as possibly seen – 
when object is larger than image size in certain axis, center is logically in the middle. 

As mentioned earlier, COG searching depends on image segmentation and threshold value 
dependency is presented on the following figure: 
 

a) thr=25 b) thr=80 
Fig.  5.5.4.: COG performed on the same test image with different threshold value set, in the first row are 
shown binary images after thresholding operation and in the second row original image with marked central 
position, that was computed. As possibly seen, binarized objects and then central positions are different.  
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6. Communication  

 

6.1. SCCB communication interface 
Serial Camera Control Bus (SCCB) communication interface is used for the communication 
with used camera. Basically is similar to I2C interface, but designed by Omnivision company 
for data or setting transfer into/from Omnivision devices. SCCB is two wire (SDA and SCL) 
relatively slow serial interface (usually between 100-400kbps), where one wire is used as a 
synchronization clock signal and second one for the half-duplex data communication 
between master and one or more slave device/devices. 
 
Data transfer consists of at least three different phases:  

 
Fig.  6.1.1.: SCCB 3-phase transmission cycle. Adopted from [10]. 

 
Phase specification according to figure Fig.  6.1.5.: 

• phase 1 – IP address of target device 
• phase 2 – sub-address of register that is about to be modified 
• phase 3 – data that has to be written into addressed register 

 
 
SCCB timing specification: 

 
Fig.  6.1.2.: Bus data transfer protocol. SCL refers to serial clock signal, SDA means serial data with read/write 
and acknowledge bits enclosed. Constant - tcyc, stands for single bit transmission time (usually 2.5-10μs). 
Adopted from [10]. 

 
Realization in Matlab/Simulink for system generator: 
Simplified one-way SCCB communication system was created as a time driven state machine 
under the Mcode block.  
Transmission of data can be initiated by higher-level ‘drive block’ or directly by the user 
request (e.g. by pushing the button), but one low to high impulse signal is awaited (transition 

Phase 1 Phase 2 and 3 

Start bit Stop bit X: Don’t care – ack 
bit  

R/W bit:
 0 – write 
 1 – read  

SDA 

SCL 
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from low to high and after one clock cycle back to low) and that’s why rise-edge detection 
should be used to deliver control signal. Separate data and clock output values are send out 
as they are triggered to by the clock generator, which uses on-board 100MHz clock signal to 
output 400kHz SCCB communication signals. 
Required camera IP and sub-address, together with data are stored inside as binary values. 
 
 

Coarse SCCB functionality 
depicted on flowchart at the 
left, where: 
• process starts when 

triggered by the input 
signal “enable” 

• time event generator 
generates 400khz signal 
to initiate SDA or SCL 
output 

• SCL generator inverts 
signal polarity of the last 
output 

• SDA outputs 0/1 
according to stored data

• process ends when all 
the data had been
transferred 

 
Fig.  6.1.3.: Flowchart of SCCB communication block functionality created in Simulink System-generator 
Mcode with explanation. 

 
 

 
Fig.  6.1.4.: Realization of SCCB with Sys-gen Mcode block in Simulink with rise-edge signal filter on the input. 
Inputs and outputs with awaited data format displayed.  
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Fig.  6.1.5.: Graph of data captured on SDA and SCL output pins of the Atlys board, obtained by the Chipscope 
tool.  

Data presented on the figure Fig.  6.1.5. consists of green SCL and blue SDA Boolean signals, 
low/high signal level presented on the vertical axis, with the respect to time (1 time step = 
10ns) on horizontal axis. Presented output sequence – IP address: 0xC0, Subaddress: 0x12, 
Value: 0x2E. 
 
 

6.2.  UART communication  
Reason to implement UART is universality of this communication interface, although transfer 
rates are too slow for fluent video observation or image processing in another device. But 
most of the commonly used devices or high level control systems (like computers) are 
equipped with this interface. 
UART communication is serial as in the case of SCCB, but contrary to SCCB, UART is 
asynchronous communication and in this case no synchronization signal is used. Therefore 
both devices have to be set for the same communication speed and transferred data format 
has to follow certain pattern (including start, stop and parity bit for example). 
 

6.2.1. Transmitter – FPGA 
As data from the camera is obtained by the FPGA placed on Atlys board, they can be 
transmitted into another device for observation or other operations. 
 
Realization in Matlab/Simulink for Xilinx-system generator: 
Two different UART systems were realized under Simulink, first system serves for transfer of 
whole image created from 8bit values (gray-scale 8bit image or 24bit RGB color image 
compressed to 8bits per pixel) and second one for two 16bit value transfer (e.g. horizontal 
and vertical information of position). 
UART transfer component, responsible for data exchange with other UART system, was 
adopted from demonstrational project provided with the Atlys board, created by Digilent 
company [17] and modified for the use under Simulink and System generator. 
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Fig. 6.2.1.1.: Realization of system for 8bit image transfer over UART. 

 
Fig. 6.2.1.2.: Realization of two 16-bit value send over UART. 

 
Coarse block functionality depicted on Fig. 6.2.1.1. and Fig. 6.2.1.2.: 

A) Control logic for write operation into FIFO1 and then FIFO2 when FIFO1 is full  
B) Two FIFO buffers necessary to hold whole image before transfer. Whole image has to 

be stored into buffer because data output through UART is slower than data are 
coming and without buffer would be data mixed and image would be corrupted. Two 
FIFOs are necessary because of 64kB space limitation for Spartan6, where only one 
can’t hold whole image, viz. equation (6.2.1:2):   
   8 (287 351) ≈ 100.737  (6.2.1:1)≈ 64 ≅ 63.53%  (6.2.1:2)→ 2 	 ≅ 127.06%  (6.2.1:3)

C) Control logic for UART operation, implemented in Mcode block: 
C1 : ‘Uart_ctrl’ Control logic for image transfer – starts write operation into FIFOs, 

based on the “run” signal and “frame_end” sync signal, which is used for correct 
beginning and end of the frame recognition to start/end writing into FIFOs and 
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then start ‘send’ command. Information about number of rows and columns of 
the image is necessary for further possible image reconstruction in target device. 

C2 : ‘Uart_val_send’ Control logic for two value send – control block obtains two 
16bit values of horizontal a vertical position (for example center of object from 
COG operation), valid when “en” turns high and is send out through UART when 
“run” signal is set high by the superior control or by the users request  

D)  ‘Uart_tx_control’ – Digilent adopted UART transfer block in .vhd code, modified for 
the use with the system generator under Simulink and transfer speed of 115200kB/s. 
Black box system-generator block used for .vhd code implementation in Simulink. 
“Ready” signal set to ‘1’ serves as request for another 8bit value to be send. 
 

Data format: 
• grayscale image – conventional 8bit intensity values 
• RGB color image – 24bit RGB pixel compressed into 8bit 3:3:2 RGB pixel, compression 

means representation of each color component by only few MSB bits (R 3bits + G 
3bits + B 2bits => 8bits 332RGB) 

 

a) b) 
Fig. 6.2.1.3.: Comparison of: a) source color image with 24bpp color depth and b) recomputed 24bpp color 
image from previously compressed 8bpp in the 8bit 332RGB format.  

From figure Fig. 6.2.1.3. is possible to see that colors on the computed image are not so rich 
but are similar to the original ones and this is the point of compression as for transfer is 
amount of data drastically decreased and final result is still similar to the original image. 
 

6.2.2. Receiver – computer 
Computer as a receiver can be used to visualize obtained and processed images from the 
FPGA or for actual position observation of the dark object from COG operation. 
 
Image reconstruction 
Usage of computer provides rich realization possibilities of such problematic: 
Easiest one is to use any of free tool that can be found on the internet to access serial 
terminal and obtain data transferred over this communication device (e.g. HyperTerminal, 
RealTerm, …), with following image reconstruction in Matlab. 
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Another, bit more complicated, can be use of Matlab/Simulink for data receive and further 
image reconstruction or other universal program as LabView or custom program in C++/C#. 
 

 
Fig. 6.2.2.1.: Simulink model for gray-scale image visualization.  

 
Camera test color pattern image:   

 
Fig. 6.2.2.2.: Reconstruction of color image send compressed over UART. Reconstruction was done in Matlab 
and data were obtained and stored with the Realterm software. 

Previous image on Fig. 6.2.2.2. presents color output from the camera which was set by the 
SCCB to output color test pattern, poor image quality is because of compression during data 
transfer and light incoming to sensor which affects the output image.  
 
 
Note: Instead of sending compressed color image in poor quality, Raw RGB un-pre-processed 
data input could be used and then later in the computer processed to provide better quality 
images, but this access is not the target of such operation, because computer is used only for 
results observation.   
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Position visualization 
For the use with COG task to visually observe behavior or movement of scanned object. 
Realization is done under Simulink, which obtains and visualize data to provide real-time 
results. 
 

  
Fig. 6.2.2.3.: Simulink model for COG position visualization.  

 
Model obtains separate 8bit data values through COM port, embedded Matlab function – 
‘translate_fcn’ then perform data manipulation to create vector of 16bit values, which can 
be drawn into empty matrix from workspace and visualized through ‘Video viewer’. 
 

a) b)
Fig. 6.2.2.4.: Draft of COG object detection performed on a real image (image a)) and visualization in Simulink 
with ‘position visualization’ function (image b)). Movement of the camera over the testing dark point in a) 
can be observed on the computer in b). 
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7. Software and hardware simulations of the FPGA designed system 

 
Simulations are necessary to verify operation correctness of designed system and give 
overall look on the processes in the progress and their results before real camera can be 
attached. 
Two minor ways of how to perform such simulation/verification can be undertaken – 
software and hardware testing. Software testing lies only in the pure software access that 
means testing of simulated system on the computer. Hardware testing needs real hardware 
(FPGA chip) the software was created and compiled for, but in the difference to final use – 
test data can be still provided from the computer and also results can be observed on the 
computer as well. 
Last method of simulation is usage of the system on real hardware with real data from the 
camera and results observing on the computer or another device that allows it. 
 

 
Fig. 7.1.: Design flow- Matlab/Simulink->Xilinx ISE->FPGA device. (Image Adopted from [13]) 

 
For the tests was as the reference design used color system, which process Raw RGB data 
into common RGB and after conversion from RGB into BW undertakes COG inspection. 
System design is depicted in the chapter 4.2.1 - Overall system design, but block for 
thresholding was replaced with the COG Mcode block.  
For several test operations was impossible to simulate multiclock system with different time 
domains as a one part, so both domains had to be examined separately.  
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7.1. Simulation in Matlab-Simulink 
 
Chapter deals with simulation accomplished on the design entry level under Matlab and its 
visual extension Simulink with System-generator toolbox installed.  
 

7.1.1. Software simulation in Simulink 
Although simulation under Simulink is the basic method for function observation and 
validation when creating models in Simulink. For use with the FPGA programming this 
possibility is real contribution in system design and big help to speed up the whole process 
to create system and verify functionality correctness to decrease amount of necessary 
testing on the real system after implementation.   
 
System characteristics 

• Test data:  
Data corresponds to the specification of ov6620 data output and on every camera clock 
period – 16bits of data (two pixels at once), horizontal and vertical reference signal and 
camera clock signal are sent. Test image was created from the RAW RGB Bayer image (with 
GBRG pattern), taken by the digital camera as presented on the following image, which looks 
like ordinary BW image, but on the magnified detail, Bayer structure can be seen:  
 

 
Fig. 7.1.1.1.: Test image in Raw Bayer RGB format with magnified detail.   

• Timing for system simulation under Simulink:  
Real system should be running at 100MHz and camera working in 16bit output mode, with 
inbuilt 17.73MHz crystal should have output clock speed running at 8.86MHz, but for 
simulation was picked faster camera output. 
 
System step time – 10e-9s (=100MHz) 
Camera step time – 100e-9s (=10MHz) 
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7.1.2. HW-cosimulation under Simulink 
For intended design with multiple clock domains was impossible to generate and run HW-
cosimulation test, because this type of system isn’t supported by System generator and 
Xilinx software.  
HW-cosimulation would still be possible to be done on the separate system domains, but as 
long as we are interested in the whole test performance, data exchange and cooperation 
between both parts, divided system wouldn’t bring awaited meaningful results.  
 

7.1.3. Timing and power analysis 
System generator provides timing and power analysis tool to inspect design for the slowest 
system paths. When some parts are failing to meet the timing constraints, they can be 
identified and further design changes can concentrate on this problematic part to resolve 
the problem. 
 
Camera subsystem 
For verification set to be working at 10MHz. 
 
Design timing statistics: 
All constraints were met 
932 paths analyzed, 180 endpoints analyzed, 0 failing endpoints, 0 timing errors detected 
 
Minimum period: 6.191ns    
Maximum frequency: 161.525MHz 
 

 
Fig. 7.1.3.1.: Graph of distributions of total path delays with the respect to time. 
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Power analysis: 

 
Fig. 7.1.3.2.: Graph presenting estimated power demands, which are maximally around 0.031W and 
estimated temperature of junction during operation is also really low. 

 
 
System domain 
Analysis done on the system with clock speed of 100MHz. 
 
Design timing statistics: 
All constraints were met 
722301 paths analyzed, 1167 endpoints analyzed, 0 failing endpoints 0 timing errors 
detected. 
 
Minimum period: 9.378ns 
Maximum frequency: 106.633 MHz 
 

 
Fig. 7.1.3.3.: Graph for distribution of total path delay for the system part. As seen, most of the path delays 
are around 9ns when target max delay of 10ns has to be met.  
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Power analysis: 

Fig. 7.1.3.4.: Graph presenting estimated power demands, which are maximally around 0.041W and 
estimated temperature of junction during operation is also really low. 

 
Summary: 
Because of the nature of two clock domain system, both parts had to be analyzed separately, 
so power and temperature analysis are for coarse estimation of the final temperature and 
power consumption only. 
Timing statistics of both designs presents that design met timing requirements and can be 
even working a bit faster. Maximum frequency value serves as the information about 
possible maximal input clock source for the design that can be used to ensure proper 
functionality. 
 
 

7.2. Simulation in Xilinx ISE 
 
Xilinx ISE is software produced by Xilinx Company for HDL design synthesis, analysis and 
simulation when programming FPGA or CPLD devices. Target program design can be 
achieved in two different ways – by classical textual programming in VHDL and Verilog or by 
already mentioned visual programming in Simulink, where configuration files (like NGC’s 
netlist files and others) have to be generated from designed model and then rest of the 
target bitstream synthesis and compilation is done under Xilinx ISE. 
 

7.2.1. ISim 
ISim serves for software HDL simulation of generated system under Xilinx ISE to observe 
system functionality and verify timing properties. For software simulation, test signals – that 
means data, have to be provided and then when generating system with System generator, 
option to create testbench should be selected to generate HDL test files. 
 
Camera subsystem 
Simulation showing transfer delay from the input ports of the board to the output of the 
FIFO buffer. 
Camera clock step time: 100ns 
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Fig. 7.2.1.1.: Timing graph of camera subsystem focused on incoming data and output from the FIFO buffer, 
with the respect to time [ns]. Transfer delay is: ΔX=198.6ns, which is almost 2 clock cycles. 

 
Results from the Isim graph: 
time of the data available on the input:  = 2 = 851.5  (7.2.1:1) 
time of the data output from FIFO:   = 1 = 1050.1  (7.2.1:2) 
final propagation time through the input part:  	= ∆ = − = 198.6 (7.2.1:3) 
 
 
 

System domain 
Simulation shows delay between entering into FIFO buffer and output. Two outputs for 
comparison are used - first as interpolated RGB pixel value and second as computed grey-
scale pixel value. 
System clock step time: 10ns 
 

 
Fig. 7.2.1.2.: Graph presenting transfer delay of data between entering into FIFO to the output of IMPP 
function block, with the respect to time [ns]. Transfer delay is: ΔX=28.6ns, which is almost 3 clock cycles. 
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Fig. 7.2.1.3.: Graph presenting transfer delay of data between entering into FIFO, trough the IMPP to the 
output of RGB2BW function block, with the respect to time [ns]. Transfer delay is: ΔX=38.5ns, which is 
almost 4 clock cycles. 

Summary: 
Graphs of transfer delays from ISim presented for both system parts shows really low delays 
between different points where data are transferred. In camera domain, transfer between 
input and output from FIFO takes two camera clock cycles. In system part where transfer 
delays means transfer over computational cores can be seen speed of data processing inside 
these cores, which is really fast and promise high performance of system.  
 
 

7.2.2. ChipScope 
Contrary to ISim, Chipscope is not software simulation but hardware inspection of the 
running design, compiled into FPGA. Then configuration bitstream for the FPGA has to be 
synthesized from design model and camera to obtain real images has to be connected to the 
board with programmed FPGA. But system design has to be modified before code 
generation by adding Chipscope block with inputs connected to desired signals. 
Obtained results can be observed inside the Xilinx ISE with Chipscope Pro analyzer tool in the 
waveform or as a signal plot. 
Usability of this tool is higher for the camera system, because Chipscope runs at a frequency 
of system where it is placed and because it uses FIFO buffer, then limit for data that can be 
hold and transferred is only 64kB. Because Chipscope can only be triggered to start the data 
transfer, all the data that arrives after start are stored and that means in the fast system 
domain mostly uninteresting data between slow data coming from the camera. But for initial 
system testing this tool is really helpful, together with possibility to access all the signals 
present in the design to provide observation of real data in the HW. 
 
 
Test of camera input 
Camera objective is covered to demonstrate output in the bottom of output spectrum and 
then left free and pointed at the photographed object to obtain awaited data, valid data are 
outputted during high ‘fifo_we’ signal. 
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Fig. 7.2.2.1.: “Black” data output intensity with the respect to time [1e-8 s], when camera objective is 
covered. Several small peaks which differ from the same level are caused by the noise. 

 

 
Fig. 7.2.2.2.: Output of one line of standard image, with several peaks caused by the character of 
“photographed” image. Pixel intensity with the respect to time [1e-8 s]. 

 

 
Fig. 7.2.2.3.: Time waveform of obtained data from camera subsystem at the beginning of the line.  

 
Previous figure presents beginning of the line with data, data are valid at ‘fifo_we’ high 
transition, in which moment are stored into FIFO buffer for further use, as possibly seen, 
before ‘href’ turns into high, camera outputs value “16” as a bottom value, top value is set to 
“240” to have free spectrum of values for synchronization flags.  
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8. Results and evaluation 

 
Many different problems had to be solved during process of the thesis evaluation. 
At the beginning appropriate camera sensor had to be picked according to design 
requirements and presented camera possibilities. Color CMOS camera module - C3088 with 
up to 60FPS was picked for implementation (chapter 2.1.3 - Resume for camera selection). 
 
After camera selection, possibilities of camera and target MCU interconnection, including 
data and control signal transfers, were examined and several different designs were 
discussed - according to camera datasheet specification and PIC32 family manual (chapter 
2.2.4 - Resume for interface design). 
 
Computer vision and image processing problematic also consist of possible problems that 
could be solved – it can be for example: Center of gravity of single moving object 
recognition, Defined color identification and others. 
 
Device performance has to be examined to decide if platform based on PIC32 is powerful 
enough to fulfill given requirements. At first - performance, timing and data format is 
investigated based on the camera and PIC controller specifications. Then simulation was 
done on the testing gray-scale images and COG of single object recognition was performed. 
Results from the chapter - 2.5.3 - Resume for the simulation test, gives us information, that 
simple processing of B&W image values on maximal frame rate is longer than new data are 
arriving at the port, which leads to the result that PIC32 is not powerful enough even for the 
basic operations - then use different and more powerful HW than PIC32 is necessary. 
 
After evaluation of different solution possibilities (chapter 2.7 - Proposed solutions), was 
decided to use FPGA device for the data capture, processing and communication. FPGA 
provides high performance, versatility and in the case of Spartan FPGA - system can be 
modeled visually under Matlab/Simulink with System-generator extension from Xilinx Inc. 
    
As decision to use FPGA instead of PIC MCU was made during the first - study and research 
thesis phase, thesis assignment was then changed for the second part - development phase 
and new goals and problems that had to be solved were added, including use of the FPGA as 
the main processing device.  
For the possibility to start work immediately, thesis supervisor recommended use of the so-
called “FPGA starter kit” and provided Atlys development board for project realization. 
Hardware implementation then lies in connection between camera module and Atlys board 
as presented in the chapter - 4.1 - Hardware implementation.  
 
Software implementation includes overall system design and draft of all of necessary 
computational operations. FPGA platform provides lot of implementation possibilities of 
main computing core design – general purpose MCU can be synthesized on the FPGA core 
(Microblaze EDK processor and Picoblaze controller) or interconnection of several single-
purpose coprocessors (functional modules). Main question is then to identify tradeoff 
between system performance, processing speed and complexity, together with requirement 
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for the fast and easy system reconfiguration for different target tasks (more details in 
chapter 4.2 - Software design with System generator under Simulink). 
After consideration of different design possibilities, together with performance and design 
advantages/disadvantages was decided to use single-purpose coprocessors. Coprocessors 
designed for concrete computations and image processing applications and also one (or 
more) for high-level control and synchronization of all the blocks present in the system. 
 
Modular system is very variable in the possibilities of use and can be changed fast and easily 
from one provided functionality into another, which is big advantage of such design under 
Simulink with System generator. 
Overall system design was split into two parts – “Camera input domain” which is responsible 
for data capture from the camera and for the best results runs on the same frequency and 
synchronously with the camera output. More complex part – “System domain” runs at 
higher frequency, provided by the Atlys board, to grant maximal possible performance 
required for successful data processing. 
System domain is responsible for data preprocessing (incoming data manipulation) and then 
for operations and computations that needs to be done, for example (viz. chapter- 5 - Image 
Preprocessing and Processing): 

• RGB interpolation when output data is in Raw RGB Bayer format 
• B&W conversion from RGB color if required by following operations 
• Image segmentation to differentiate observed object from the background – 

threshold intensity segmentation or color segmentation  
• COG inspection of single observed object to determine center of such object 

 
Communication control interfaces (viz. chapter 6 - Communication) also takes place in 
system part and these interfaces are responsible for communication with the camera – for 
setting camera operation modes (SCCB module) and for communication with superior 
devices – sending processed images or computed position information out of the FPGA 
(UART module). 
 
Another fact has to be mentioned through the use of FPGA for the system design – FPGA is 
powerful enough to compute everything necessary and communicate with other higher-level 
systems and therefore PIC implementation isn’t needed for the use as asked for in the 
thesis assignment and therefore wasn’t implemented to the final solution. 
 
Tests for validation of system correctness were performed, including: software simulations, 
timing and power analysis under Simulink and Xilinx ISE. Hardware tests with camera and 
FPGA board - observed through Chipscope plug-in and finally obtained images or computed 
values were transferred by the UART for visual evaluation in the computer. 
 
 
Summary: 
System built on the FPGA platform accomplished all the goals given, presented high 
performance for desired camera processing applications and promises even more 
possibilities for the future work and usage for the real applications.    
System is able to capture color image, convert it into grey-scale image or compute binarized 
images after segmentation operations, and transfer into computer to observe results. 
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System is also able to successfully perform searching for the center of single object at the 
frame rates of 50FPS and even higher and visualize real-time resulting position on the 
computer. 
 
 
Possible future use and extensions: 
System can be used to drive, stabilize or follow certain object in robotics (based on the color 
or intensity difference) or as digital camera to obtain and store/transfer digital photos. 
Platform can be also used by the students to study and perform image processing tasks on 
the real applications. Another possible field of use could be for car-like robots to follow 
desired leading stripe or automotive industry as driving assistant to keep car in the lane.   
Although system works and provides functionality given in the thesis assignment, other 
functionalities can be included and/or actual modules enhancements can be done to provide 
better image quality or processing performance. For example several buffer lines for 
convolution filtering could be implemented (usable for extended RGB interpolation, edge 
detection or other IP filtering). Also even if communication with computer was implemented 
and successfully used, it doesn’t allow to observe obtained and processed images fluently 
due to insufficient data transfer speed when UART is used and different communication 
interface – like Ethernet, could be used. Another possibility to provide faster data transfer 
would be implementation of image data compression into common image formats directly in 
the FPGA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Used software: 
Matlab R2009a 
Xilinx ISE v 12.3 + System generator 
MPLAB IDE v8.6 
Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 
Eagle 4.13 
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Appendix A – Used abbreviations 

 
AGC automatic gain control 
asm assembly code 
AWB automatic white balance 
B&W black-white 
bpp bits-per-pixel 
CCD charge-coupled device 
CFA color filter array  
CMOS active-pixel sensor, name derived from the production CMOS process   
COG Center of Gravity 
DMA direct memory access 
FIFO first in, first out 
FPGA field programmable gate array 
FPS frames per second 
HDL hardware description language 
HDL hardware description language 
HW hardware 
I/O input-output 
I2C Inter-Integrated Circuit  
IOB input output buffer 
IP Image processing 
IPCAM image processing camera 
MCU microcontroller unit 
PCB printed circuit board 
PMP parallel master port 
PSP parallel slave port 
RGB red, green and blue 
RTT real time toolbox 
RTWT real time windows target 
SCCB serial camera control bus  
SW software 
UART Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter 
UCF user constraint file 
VHDC very-high-density cable (interconnect) 
VHDL VHSIC (very-high-speed integrated circuits) hardware description language  
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Appendix B – List of enclosed files 

 
Files enclosed on the CD: 
 
Documentation: 

• pdf. file of thesis work 
• related datasheets of used components 
• pictures and photos generated during thesis development 

 
Source codes: 

• models and source codes necessary for FPGA implementation in Matlab and Simulink 
• source codes for PIC in c-language 
• development notes related to source codes 

 
FPGA configuration files: 

• generated  configuration bitstream files 
• development notes related to the use of configured device functionality 

 


